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English Translation

The translation of this manual from German to English was done automatically by a translation 
software only. We therefore ask you to be lenient with any errors in translation and spelling. 

Foreword

This tutorial is aimed at engineers in development and design, in the technical-scientific field and 
in teaching and research. The manual tries to offer something both to the time-critical user who is 
looking for a quick introduction to the software and to the interested user who would like to know 
something around it. The former can put this book aside for the time being and start directly with 
the examples for creating the first models and use the book as a reference book. The introductory 
models can be found in:

1. sonar samples, chapter 'A first simple model: chaotic pendulum'.
2. sonar samples, chapter 'Clockwork'
3. sonar samples, chapter 'Experiments with wires'.

The description of the respective models is designed in such a way that no previous knowledge is 
required to operate the sonar software (cookbook method).

This tutorial does not give exhaustive information about the operation of the sonar programs. If 
you have any questions about the operation of a particular dialog, we recommend that you use 
the so-called worksheets as your next point of contact. On a worksheet, an attempt is made to 
explain the operation of a particular dialog, operating element or software function on a paper 
page in as compact a form as possible. The worksheets together form another manual in a 
different structure. 

The sonar software is a project whose development began in 2005 and will not be completed in 
the foreseeable future. The development is continued permanently, the software is constantly 
extended according to new needs of the users and enriched with new technologies. The actual 
simulation program sonar-SIM was designed for maximum performance from the beginning on 
multi-core computers and parallel processing. Simulation technology is expected to become 
increasingly important in the coming years and decades. The computing power available in the 
future will strongly promote the possibilities of simulation technology and ensure an increasing 
distribution. What has hampered the acceptance of simulation technology in general to this day 
has been unsatisfactory performance on desktop computers and sophisticated operation aimed at 
specially trained professionals. The sonar software wants to set new standards in both areas and 
constantly develop further in these directions. In this sense, suggestions from the user world are 
appreciated and taken very seriously. 

in autumn 2018
L&G Software
Fritz Leibundgut
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Introduction

Numerical Simulation

Numerical simulation is the purely computational simulation on a computer. Another approach 
would be the real physical model simulation in a laboratory, where a concrete, mostly 
miniaturized, model of reality is played through and measurements are made. Numerical 
simulation in the actual sense has only been possible since the existence of computers. Thus, the 
first numerical simulations were carried out at the end of the Second World War with the first 
relay and tube computers. However, the numerical simulations only really took off after the 
introduction of the first programming languages. In the beginning this was the actual machine 
language, derived from this the very processor-oriented 'assembly language', which is still used 
today for certain purposes. The first higher programming language in today's sense appeared in 
1957 from IBM and was called FORTRAN (FORmula TRANslation) . A large number of scientific 
computer programs still run under this language today, which has of course been expanded and 
modernized several times over the course of time.

Numerical simulation enables the computational management of very computationally intensive 
iterative calculations. Before the computer age, the calculation engineer had to simplify a 
technical problem and pack it into a calculation model so that he could solve it analytically. Today 
we are able to play through comparatively complex physical relationships in their changing 
temporal course, because we are able to integrate any mathematical system of equations 
numerically. This not only enables us to solve physical systems more precisely, but also enables us 
to calculate any mechanical system, especially those that cannot be solved analytically. Simple 
examples of this situation are the thread pendulum and the so-called n-body problem. With the 
mathematical pendulum, idealizations are necessary for the analytical solution, otherwise it 
quickly becomes more complicated and leads into the range of elliptical integrals. On the other 
hand, even the 3-body problem in its general form cannot be solved analytically. Today, 
supercomputers are used to solve billions of body problems.

The first applications of numerical simulation took place in the military-scientific complex in 
American research facilities such as Los Alamos, Lawrence Livermore, Sandia Labs, etc. These are 
the same locations that still today have the fastest computers in the world and are always at the 
top of the Top-500 ranking. The keyword for these calculations is 'Finite Differences Method'. 
We'll talk about this method later. For the time being, it's just this much: it's the most 
computationally intensive simulation method. Researchers simulated the reaction of conventional 
explosives in connection with nuclear weapons in the phase states from the very beginning: Solid, 
reaction and propagation. The fissile material of a nuclear weapon is always transferred into the 
critical phase via very sophisticated arrangements of conventional explosives. The same applies to 
the initiation mechanisms of the ignition system. Numerical simulation plays a decisive role in the 
research and optimization of these interrelationships. While the first code's of the finite 
difference method were one-dimensional, came in the 70's of the last century 2-dimensional and 
in the 80s finally 3-dimensional programmes. This development went hand in hand with the 
corresponding development of supercomputers.

Today, when the performance of practical nuclear tests was discontinued, the entire nuclear 
arsenal of the superpowers is maintained with the aid of numerical simulation methods with 
regard to further development, maintenance, ageing and failure analysis. This is ultimately the 
reason why the national research institutes in the USA are pushing ahead with the development 
of supercomputers. In this sense, scientists in the fields of climate change, astrophysics, etc. are 
beneficiaries who also get part of the computing time at these facilities. On the other hand, 
purely scientific research centres today also afford supercomputers and distribute computing 
power among universities. 
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A comparison between analytical and numerical solution 
methods

In the following we will briefly describe the difference between the two solutions using a concrete 
calculation example. We do this using the example of the thread pendulum, a problem with an 
analytical solution that every engineer knows.

The analytical solutionNewton : F(t) = m · b(t) (EQ 1)

with the force (thread pendulum) : F(t) = - m · g · sin((t)) (EQ 2)

and the angular acceleration (thread pendulum) : b(t) = L · (t) (t) (EQ 3)

and the limitation to small deflections : sin((t))   (t) (EQ 4)

we obtain the differential equation of the ideal mathematical thread pendulum

(t) (t) + g/L · (t) = 0 (EQ 5)

with the solutions of oscillation, period duration resp. frequency as we all know them. The 
solution in the analytical case is therefore an equation as a function of time which indicates to us 
for each point in time where the pendulum will be located exactly and which associated velocity it 
will have there.

The numerical solutionNumerical simulation takes a different way. The numerical simulation does not give us a 
comparable formula where the pendulum will be at the moment t = t1 or t = t2. In an explicit 
numerical simulation, the pendulum process is played through explicitly, as if we were observing a 
real pendulum. In the simulation we start e.g. with a deflected pendulum, let it go and observe 
what happens. In the actual software, the following happens at this point. All parts of pendulum 
(pendulum mass, pendulum rod) are affected by gravity. We assume that the forces will not 
change noticeably in the course of a microsecond. Thus we are able to calculate with the 
elementary Newtonian equations in advance where the pendulum will be one microsecond later. 
We perform these calculations for each mass part in a model individually and component by 
component, i.e. separately for each of the three spatial directions (x, y, z). The pendulum mass 
would move from A to B during a time step dt and in x-direction as follows 

Time  t = t0: 

• Force: Fx(t)

• Velocity: vx(t) 

• Position: x(t)

Time  t + dt: 

• Newton: bx(t) = Fx(t) / m

• Velocity: vx(t+dt) = vx(t) + bx(t) · dt

• Position: x(t+dt) = x(t) + (vx(t)+vx(t+dt))/2 · dt

Analog calculations are performed in y- and z-direction. At the end of a so-called cycle, when we 
have recalculated the new velocity and position of all parts, there is a new state of the system, just 
as it is set a microsecond later. Each part has undergone a tiny, barely visible change in position 
and may have rotated at an equally small angle. This new state leads to an indirect change in the 
coupling forces between the objects. New bearing forces are created. If we now start the next 
cycle under these new conditions, for the next microsecond, then we will carry out the next 
calculations for the next time step 'dt' under accordingly changed conditions, because the 
changed forces result in different accelerations and thus different velocity changes, etc. 
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By constantly repeating this process (iteration) we work our way forward on the time scale. From 
this we see the difference to the analytical method. In the simulation we fly quasi with and we do 
not know to the ahead where the journey goes. In order to record where we have been, we need 
to record our paths and velocity changes, so that at the end we can see what we have actually 
experienced. Another difference we can see is the fact that the explicit numerical calculation does 
not have specific knowledge about the model. The iterative calculations are largely universal and 
work with any type of model. An explicit code can therefore calculate any mechanical system, no 
matter how complex it may be. And to get back to the pendulum system, the typical pendulum 
movement occurs in our numerical simulation as if controlled by magic. In contrast to the 
analytical solution, where we had in principle already incorporated the model into the calculation, 
our simulation does not "know" what it’s about. And yet the correct pendulum movement 
miraculously comes out at the back. How can the system do such a thing without this previous 
knowledge? Well, the real nature doesn't really know what we're doing with it. The real existing 
pendulum mass also doesn't have a brain telling it: "Attention, you are currently in the upswing of 
a pendulum system and now you have to make sure that you behave like this and that you slow 
down a bit in the next moment to stay on the sinus curve". The real nature simply reacts to what 
we do and what happens to it in every moment. It reacts to this with the elementary Newtonian 
equations of motion. It reacts to all acting forces with counterforces as prescribed by Newton. 
And that's exactly what we do with an explicit code like sonar. If we look again at the last system 
of equations, we find that these equations say absolutely nothing about our model. In the very 
first time step after the simulation start, all parts that are not fixed in space and immovably 
anchored will simply fall a very small piece towards the earth, because the gravitational force is 
for the time being the only acting force in the entire pendulum model. Already at next time step 
however, a very small collision between pendulum axis and bearing will be detected, which brings 
an additional force into play: bearing force. This bearing force is initially very small, but will 
increase from cycle to cycle in the course of the simulation and finally, perhaps after 50 cycles, 
which corresponds to a time difference of approx. 50 microseconds, reach the weight of the 
pendulum. This leads to the pendulum not falling any further. There will be a state of equilibrium 
between the pendulum weight and the bearing force. The process described here is not an 
academic thought construction, but ultimately exactly what happens in a real pendulum system. 
So we really imitate nature at its most elementary level and in a universal way. We simulate the 
interplay of forces between all connected and interacting parts of a mechanical system.

An ordinary simulation of this kind quickly devours one million calculation cycles. But it can also 
be 10 or 100 million or more. A legitimate objection that most users raise sooner or later is the 
following: How can I believe that such a simulated process in millions of successive calculation 
cycles is still precise and reliable at all? Why doesn't this process gradually diverge and after a few 
thousand cycles lead in a completely different direction? There are scientific papers on this 
subject. The well-known computer pioneer John von Neumann also asked himself this question 
when he was working on the Manhattan Project during the Second World War. He thus continued 
scientific investigations which had already been published earlier and are now known as the 
Courant-Friedrichs stability condition. The results of these investigations can be summarised as 
follows. 

A simulated equation system of the kind discussed converges after any number of 
cycles against the exact solution, provided that the time step remains below a certain, 
maximum permissible critical value, which can be calculated from the simulation 
parameters.

The system automatically calculates the time step in the sonar software. The user can also change 
the time step. Usually, however, an increase leads to an 'explosion' of the model. If the time step 
is even slightly too high, then numerical oscillations will very quickly build up, causing the entire 
model to burst. You then sit in front of an empty screen. This in itself is also reassuring 
information. If the simulation comes to an end, then the time step was obviously small enough 
and the result is therefore correct within the given initial conditions with the highest probability.

The analytical solution of the thread pendulum, as described above, is only correct in the special 
case of small deflections of the pendulum (Equation 4). The numerical solution, on the other 
hand, is always correct, i.e. for each deflection of the pendulum.
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SummaryA purely explicit code like 'sonar' does not solve a physical problem and the motion analysis of all 
its involved objects by accessing a formula collection internally and calculating the motion of the 
objects piece by piece with all known physical formulas. Differential equations which could be 
assigned to all the subtasks of a problem are also not used. That would be a dilettantish way to 
simulate.

Every differential equation and every physical formula as it appears in a formula collection was at 
some point derived by someone from the elementary Newtonian equations of motion. Each 
physical formula can therefore be further decomposed until we end up at Newton.

• Force = Mass · Acceleration
• Actio = Reactio

That's physics. Everything else is just math over it. Many derivations of formulas are learned by 
engineers during a training period, but later forgotten, because for analytical computing with pen 
and paper only the resulting formula as it is written in the formula book is needed.

Our 'sonar' software calculates on the basis of the elementary Newtonian equations of motion, 
on the most elementary level of physics and on the true level of cause and effect. One or the 
other may ask at this point: "Why so complicated?" or "Why don't we just take the finished 
formula instead of playing through everything again at this elementary level? The answer is: Look 
back at the beginning of this chapter again. Even a very simple problem such as the thread 
pendulum could only be solved analytically to a very limited extent, namely in cases where the 
deflection of the pendulum is very small. For larger angles, i.e. for all other cases, the solution is 
no longer valid. Even the 3-body problem cannot be solved analytically. With numerical 
simulation, we solve the billion-body problem. Any more or less complex model is ultimately full 
of such limitations. Therefore it was and still is the art of the engineer to analytically create a 
model for his problem that comes as close as possible to the real solution.

FIGURE 1. The iterative sequence of an explicit simulation
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With the numerical simulation as 'sonar' uses it, all the limitations and simplifications that were 
previously necessary to solve problems analytically are eliminated. With a purely explicit code 
such as 'sonar', any mechanical problem of any complexity can be simulated very realistically 
without restrictions and compromises. With ‘sonar’ simulations even results are possible, which 
nobody had thought of before. Effects can happen that you didn't know before or that you didn't 
think were possible. This is possible because 'sonar' calculates the entire play of forces in a model 
at the immediate level of cause and effect, i.e. just as nature itself functions.

Simulation programs and methods

A distinction is made in the technology between different classes and types of simulation 
programs, which differ in particular with regard to the calculation methods. 

FIGURE 2. the terms in bold show the 'sonar' world.

In some respects, the fields of application of the various methods are partly overlapping and 
cannot always be clearly assigned. Without claiming completeness, the sonar environment is to 
be classified as follows in the existing terminology.

sonar is ..................... • sonar is a so-called multi-body dynamics simulation program.
• carries out continuous simulations
• is a purely explicit program code
• is related to the so-called finite difference methods.
• particularly suitable for dynamic to highly dynamic problems
• allows the calculation of deterministic and chaotic models

These terms are explained in more detail below. First we distinguish two classes of simulations 
with the terms 'discrete' or 'continuous' simulations. These are further subdivided as follows:

Definitions

Monte Carlo Simulation The Monte Carlo simulation method is based on probability calculation. A Monte Carlo model is 
based on a finite set of possible events. The occurrence of each event is determined with a certain 
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probability. If one now considers possible event sequences, then these basic probabilities are 
multiplied accordingly with each other and indicate the probability for the occurrence of an entire 
sequence of events. The essential thing about the whole is that the model is constantly changing 
and that therefore the probabilities for the occurrence of all individual events change 
continuously. It is therefore inherent to this simulation method that a very large number of 
scenarios must always be run through in order to ultimately determine a sufficiently precise 
overall probability of a transaction. 

Example: Simulation of the hit probability of an aircraft with an anti-aircraft gun. Various 
parameters such as target distance, flight path of the aircraft, projected size of the target, its 
velocity, etc. are varied in many small steps within the possible bandwidth. Each set of data is 
then used to calculate the probability of the aircraft being hit. The sum of the results finally leads 
to an overall probability that the aircraft will be shot down. Further probability values show in 
detail which parts of the target are hit and how often. Still other probabilities say after all how 
lethal the penetration of a projectile is into the questionable area of the target. This would 
ultimately allow recommendations to be made as to which components of the target could be 
better protected in order to reduce the probability of kill, etc.

DiscreteDiscrete simulations move objects in discrete event steps, which occur as a result of location, time 
or with a certain probability. Discrete simulations sometimes also have to do with probability 
theory and statistics. These methods are used to handle event sequences that occur functionally, 
sequentially, or with a regularity. Examples are Simulation of traffic problems, flow of crowds, 
stock exchange speculation, queues, flow of parcels on conveyor systems at the post office, etc.

ContinuousContinuous simulations are exact calculations on concrete physical bases which are played 
through in constant sequence or continuously. Using equations of motion, the motion of physical 
objects through space and time is precisely calculated taking all forces into account. The 
calculation of the trajectory of a rocket to the moon would be such an example.

Multibody dynamics 
simulation

This is the world in which we move with sonar. We speak of a so-called continuous simulation, 
where objects are moved through space in very small time steps of typically micro to 
nanoseconds. The basic objects in sonar are so-called 'solids'. Depending on the level of 
development and additional tools, this method is further refined in the direction of finite 
differences.

finite elementsThe term 'finite elements' is used colloquially to describe an implicit calculation method for the 
structural analysis of solids. The aim is to determine the stress distribution under certain loads 
and to calculate eigenvalues and eigenmodes of oscillations of individual objects or entire 
assemblies. For this purpose, a construction is divided into discrete objects or the individual parts 
are provided with internal grid structures. The resolution or accuracy of the results is of the order 
of magnitude of the cell dimensions of the grid. With the finite element method, one is usually 
interested in the final state or equilibrium state under an external load and less in how to get 
there. With the following finite difference method it is the other way round. There, one is more 
interested in the actual movement, how exactly and along which path the parts move and how 
they deform dynamically as a function of time.

finite differencesThe finite difference methods also refine the solids with internal grid structures. However, the 
finite differences are based purely on explicit calculation methods. There are two different 
methods (Lagrange formalism, Euler formalism). 
During the simulation, the Lagrange method moves the nodes of the inner grid due to pressure 
and stress differences between adjacent cells. The Lagrange method therefore has the 
characteristic that the inner grid structure moves with its object. In other words, the grid is the 
object. In addition to the motion simulation of the objects as a whole, this method allows the 
explicit dynamic simulation of internal stresses and deformation of bodies.
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With the Euler method, the model is based on a fixed grid that covers the entire simulation area. 
The objects are then filled into this grid structure and move through the grid during the 
simulation using transport equations. This method is also used to a limited extent for solids, but is 
mainly used in the simulation of liquid and gas flows. The air flow around an aircraft wing is a 
typical application for this method (virtual wind tunnel).

Implicit Implicit and explicit calculation methods are two mathematical classes which are based on 
completely different calculation methods. The classic finite element program is an implicit 
program code that calculates the equilibrium state and eigenvalues of a mechanical system. A 
system with 'n' degrees of freedom leads to a system of equations with 'n' equations and 'n' 
unknowns and further to a [n x n] matrix, i.e. to the matrix calculation. This is a distinguishing 
feature of an implicit system. Solving this matrix system results in a solution vector of the 
dimension 'n' which e.g. indicates the equilibrium forces of all 'n' elements. Consequently, in an 
implicit system one is not 'explicitly' interested in the movements in a mechanical system, but 
rather in the final or equilibrium states when applying certain forces.

Explicit An explicit program code works much more like physical reality. A model consists of physical 
objects at which different forces act and which, once set in motion, interact with each other. One 
is not interested in equilibrium states for the time being, but concentrates on solving the motion 
of the individual objects as a result of the force influences with the help of the elementary 
Newtonian equations of motion. It is assumed that the forces of the mechanical system do not 
change noticeably for the next micro- or nanosecond and under this assumption it is possible to 
predict the expected change in velocity and displacement of the objects for this time. This leads to 
a new state of the system with new forces, such as a micro- or nanosecond later. By constant 
repetition of this process (iteration), lastly the movement of the whole system is played through 
in millions or billions of cycles. Explicit simulation programs are among the most computationally 
intensive computer programs available and require high-performance computers.

Deterministic Deterministic models are predictable, theoretically fully computable models. They can be used to 
predict the spatial course of an object's movement and thus its location in the future. The simple 
thread pendulum is a deterministic system.

Chaotic This is not the case for chaotic models. Chaotic models have the characteristic that an infinitely 
small change in the initial conditions of the model after finite time leads to arbitrarily large 
deviations in the behavior of the model. The so-called chaotic pendulum is an example of this 
behaviour. The weather and its forecast is another example. 

Modelling in sonar

The model The terms 'model' and 'simulation' are closely related. A model is a representation of a subset of 
reality in the field of mathematics, physics and engineering sciences. A model can be a concrete 
replica of nature on a smaller scale. For example, so-called scree and mud avalanches (mudslides) 
are simulated and researched on a smaller scale in laboratories. Also ship and airplane models in 
water and wind tunnels are nothing else than miniaturized variants of real objects.

Especially since the advent of computer technology and numerical simulation on computers, 
simulations have generally gained in importance. For example, wind tunnel tests on new aircraft 
developments are largely replaced by purely computational simulation methods. The original 
problem of creating as good an image of nature as possible has, however, been exacerbated by 
this. Many parts of the wind tunnel model, which were previously used as physical media in their 
real form, e.g. the air, now have to be reproduced in the model in all their physical complexity.
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The art of modelling consists in taking what is essential into the model and omitting details that 
have little or no influence on the results. When modelling, Einstein's sentence also comes into 
play here, which means: You should consider everything as simple as possible, but not simpler. 
Sometimes it makes sense to proceed with a step-by-step refinement. According to the motto 
"from coarse to fine" you try to simulate a simpler model in a first attempt and then change 
certain objects or add further details.

How to model?The sonar code simulates the true external forms of real machine parts and mechanisms as they 
occur or could exist in technology. The user of sonar should always endeavour to adopt the real 
world as realistically as possible into the simulation world of sonar. For example, it is not possible 
to connect two parts with a 'dash lever', which consists of only one line. It is also not possible to 
use a 'line' or geometric line as a linear guide for a movable slide. That does not exist in the real 
world and in sonar just as little. All functional parts in sonar must be solid bodies and must have 
an inert mass. All bodies in sonar therefore have a defined closed surface and interact with each 
other automatically via this surface. Whenever two bodies collide or touch, sonar automatically 
registers this and initiates everything necessary to calculate and simulate this interaction 
physically correct. The program makes use of the properties of the bodies, which are ultimately 
determined by the user. The user says what mass, moment of inertia, surface hardness, 
coefficient of friction, etc. an object has, although the program supports the user in determining 
these values whenever possible. In general, sonar automatically calculates all physical properties 
on the basis of a material specification and the external shape of a body.

object connectionsModeling only becomes somewhat more abstract when the question of connections between 
objects arises. In technology there are many possibilities to connect two bodies with each other. 
Just to mention a few: Screws, rivets, welding, spot welding, gluing, etc. While it is still easy to 
imagine a rivet or screw connection with correspondingly shaped bodies, this is no longer easily 
possible with a welded or glued connection. For connections, more abstract functions must be 
introduced, which reproduce these connections physically correct. In sonar this is the so-called 
'link'. A link is in principle a damped spring with a rest length equal to zero, which connects two 
objects point by point. Every connection in sonar is therefore an elastic connection. This coincides 
with physical reality. Of course, the user can influence the elasticity and the damping properties of 
these links numerically if he wants. He can also simply set qualitative comparison values (e.g. soft 
like rubber or hard like steel).

The same applies to the surfaces of the objects. These can also collide with each other softly or 
hard and elastic or rather plastic. The user can define the surface hardness of the parts as desired. 

If you're from the CAD 
world.

If you come from the CAD world and are familiar with the design of machines or apparatus, you 
may have already encountered so-called motion and animation programs, which are supplied 
with most CAD programs. Such programs allow the designer and engineer to see his design in 
motion, perform certain collision checks and even incorporate physical properties such as masses 
and velocities to create films of the moving system. These tools are useful for simple problems, 
but one must always bear in mind the limits of these rudimentary calculations. It is characteristic 
of these calculation programs that they require the input of all physical relations between the 
objects and already reach their limits when complicated surfaces are to come into contact. The 
spatial movement of objects is often determined by mathematical functions and corresponding 
curves. As long as one is only interested in observing the relative motion of several coupled 
objects, this is fine. But when the analysis of physical quantities comes into play, these tools are 
definitely no longer reliable. 

If you are familiar with this way of working, you will have to change. In sonar, objects are not 
artificially set in motion with formulas and space or point curves. Ultimately, this would also be 
possible, but it is much easier to include a cam disk and a lever system that generates a complex 
movement in a model in sonar. One is then presented with the complicated spatial movement of 
the object in question and the entire connected drive train. And all this without the user having to 
worry about the details of the contacts between the objects. Because sonar automatically takes 
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care of all interactions between the objects. The most complicated movements of gears, cam 
plates and lever systems are created completely independently without any user intervention. 
And these movements are also calculated by all means of physics using simulation technology. 
The user only defines the boundary conditions, i.e. which torque or which torque function sets 
the drive shaft in motion, of which material the individual parts are made, which friction 
coefficients are to be used, etc.

data transfer The sonar user can import data from the CAD system if he is working with such a system. The so-
called DXF interface is available for this purpose, which for sonar until further notice represents 
the standard interface to the CAD world. DXF is an exchange format of the manufacturer 
Autodesk. The connection to this format was made because a DXF file is very simple, available in 
text format and can even be changed or manipulated by a user with any text editor. However, as a 
rule only a small part of the data, which is normally available in a DXF file, is actually imported into 
the sonar software. This is ultimately because the basic data structure in sonar differs with the 
way the user creates his objects in a CAD program. After all, wherever possible, the DXF data are 
transformed into their own sonar format. 

Furthermore, other text formats of geometry information can also be used in sonar, which the 
user has prepared himself with EXCEL, WORD, EDITOR or other programs. We'll talk about that 
later. 

philosophy The philosophy behind 'sonar' is: You define a mechanical system and specify the boundary and 
environmental conditions. You do not have to tell the program what should happen and how the 
individual parts of the machine and the system as a whole should move. The program will do that 
for you. If you already knew all this, you wouldn't have to simulate any more. You put a model into 
the virtual physical world of 'sonar', press the button, run the model and see what happens.

sonar Program Modules

The sonar software is a modular program package. First, we distinguish between several model 
generation programs and an actual universal simulation program with which we simulate existing 
models. The model generation programs are further subdivided into a central basic program and 
several industry-specific modules. This subdivision was introduced not because models from 
different industries are simulated differently, but because each industry has preferred and special 
objects that the software supports with appropriately adapted industry-specific generation 
methods. We call the model generation programs sonar-LAB environment, the central simulation 
program sonar-SIM. This manual mainly deals with the basic module of sonar-LAB.

FIGURE 3. sonar Program Environment
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Structure of a sonar model

According to the principle 'from coarse to fine' we explore the modelling possibilities of sonar first 
of all very roughly according to the following subdivision. Then we will go into some of these 
points in more detail. A sonar model usually consists of different concrete and abstract building 
blocks and objects, with which the user builds a realistic model of reality. As always, the good 
engineer develops a sense of where abstractions of reality are permissible, and where specially 
detailed modeling is necessary to obtain a balanced model at the end.

FIGURE 4. a sonar model (schematic)

The schematic partial model shown, which could be part of a larger model, contains e.g. the 
following sonar components: 

model components• objects (machine parts), consisting of
• primitive bodies, which are connected with
• Links (elastic-plastic connections)

boundary conditions• External forces (gravity, force fields, friction, viscosity, etc.)
• Automatic collision control
• Control systems (controls)

evaluations• data logging
• graphic representations
• Films

In the following we want to briefly summarize the most important sonar components and 
mention for each component how exactly it corresponds to reality and which compromises were 
made to transfer it into the simulation environment. 
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Components of a sonar model

Object Description Abstractions Comments

Raw data Raw data are pure drawing data, either because they were 
drawn as such or because they were imported from external 
sources. Raw data is a preliminary stage in the creation of 
objects, especially prisms of all kinds. Raw data do not 
participate in the simulations, but are visible in the views 
even during the simulations. In this sense, they can also be 
used for decorative or measuring purposes (reference lines, 
reference positions). 

pure drawing datapoint, line, arc, 
circle, quadstrip, 
polygon, polyline, 
contours

Primitive bodies Primitive bodies are the simplest physical objects. These are 
the basic building blocks (atoms) from which more complex 
objects are built. Primitive bodies cannot be further 
disassembled or subdivided. However, they can be made as 
small as you like. Primitive bodies are rigid bodies with an 
elastic surface. Primitive bodies also participate fully in the 
simulations on their own and without additional 
connections.

Primitive bodies 
are not deformable

sphere, cylinder, 
parallelepiped, cone, 
frustum, tube, tube 
segment, torus, torus 
segment, prisms

Object An object is made up of several primitive bodies that 
together form a more complex shape. All primitive bodies of 
an object are linked to each other either manually or 
automatically by functions and are thus elastic-plasticly 
connected.

An object with a 
high resolution of 
primitive bodies 
comes very close to 
reality. 

The resolution of the 
internal elasticity of 
objects is determined 
by the size of the 
individual primitive 
bodies.

Fixed point A fixed point is a firmly anchored fixed point. With links, 
primitive bodies and all kinds of objects can be attached to 
it. Fixed points are fixed support points or anchor points 
which establish a connection to the outside world. Without 
support, a model would be constantly in the balance. Thanks 
to the link, an attachment to a fixed point is an elastic 
connection to the extent permitted by the elasticity of the 
link in question.

A fixed point has no 
extension 
(geometric point)

As an alternative to 
fixed points, objects 
anchored in space (no 
simulation members) 
can also assume this 
function.

Plane A model plane is also geometrically seen as a plane. A plane 
has no thickness, is firmly anchored in space and has infinite 
expansions. A plane is defined with a three-dimensional 
vector, which is perpendicular to the plane with its base 
point. A plane is used as a fixed wall and can limit a model in 
a certain spatial direction. Planes are also used to create so-
called semimodels..

idealized geometric 
plane with infinite 
extensions

The interactions on 
planes take place in the 
same way as on the 
surface of a fixed 
anchored cuboid

physical spring A physical spring can be imagined as a real spring which you 
cut into several hundred pieces and then connect them 
again with (elastic) links. For the automatic generation of 
different springs there are different dialogs in the basic 
package. Physical springs can also be attached very 
realistically to their objects.

A physical spring 
comes very close in 
every respect to 
reality

Tension spring, 
compression spring, 
leaf spring, 
torsion spring

Springs also simulate 
the internal dynamic 
oscillation behaviour of 
the spring body.

TABLE 1. 
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Structure of a modelA sonar model usually consists of several objects. Objects can ultimately be imagined as machine 
parts. So in a sonar model there are generally machine parts which the user models from scratch 
according to his ideas. However, there are also so-called standard machine parts which the user 

mathematical 
spring

Mathematical springs have no physical body and are purely 
mathematical entities. They exist only as a force function 
between the objects to which they are attached. The 
representation of the math. springs in the model are made 
using so-called wire models in order to distinguish them 
from physical springs. However, the math. spring is 
constantly adapted to the changing length between the 
objects it connects. The virtual spring picture (wire model) 
moves continuously in space with the docked objects. 

purely 
mathematical 
structure

A mathematical spring 
has no internal 
oscillations and no 
lateral deflections. The 
force is calculated solely 
from the distance 
between the two object 
attachments.

mathematical 
actuator

A math. Actuator is an electric actuator, a pneumatic 
cylinder, a hydraulic cylinder, etc. whatever you want. The 
actuator model does not determine the medium with which 
the cylinder is operated. The actuator has no internal 
structure, but consists in principle only of two parts, a piston 
and a cylinder. Both objects have a schematic fixing point at 
their end. The actuator is given an inner math. Function 
assigned by the user in a dialog. This function controls the 
length of the actuator. 

math. Structure. 
The actuator has 
no mass and no 
inertia.

A physical actuator 
could be produced by 
constructing it from 
primitive bodies and 
giving it a math. 
Actuator as an internal 
function.

mathematical 
damper

math. Dampers can be compared with math. Actuators. Like 
this it consists only of two parts and one math. Function that 
determines its inner function. 

math. Structure. 
The damper has no 
mass and no inertia 

analog like the math. 
actuator

wire In sonar a wire is a flexible object, composed of a chain of 
primitives which are connected to each other with suitable 
link combinations. Under the influence of force, wires of this 
type move in all load directions (tension, bending, torsion) 
according to their models. 

Wires are very 
close to reality

The induced oscillations 
are also simulated 
under sudden force 
influences

Rope, Cable
(Block model)

We call the block model a simplified rope construction, 
which is made up of a chain of uniform rigid cylinders, very 
similar to flexible wires. These ropes move in the same way 
as their predecessors with regard to all types of loading, but 
no information is gained about the different internal loads of 
the individual wires.

The strand or cable 
cross section is 
approximated by a 
full cross section 
(cylinder)

suitable for large 
installations such as 
cable cars or for lifting 
and conveying 
technology

physical Strands 
and physical ropes

like their models, are made up of individual strands and, in 
turn, of individual wires. A separate module provides the 
user with corresponding functions for modeling any strands 
and ropes according to the corresponding manufacturing 
specifications. 

There are no 
abstractions. These 
strands and ropes 
come very close to 
reality. 

Strands and ropes 
interact and deform 
under load in the 
grooves of rope wheels 
absolutely realistically

Link Links are point-like connections between primitive bodies, 
objects, fixed points and other special objects (actuators, 
dampers, etc.). A link is a spring damping element with a 
deflection of zero in the unloaded state. A single link is 
functionally an elastic ball joint. Two links form an elastic 
axis of rotation and three or more links form a fixed but 
elastic connection between two objects. The bearing forces 
and friction in the bearings are under control of the program 
and the user. 

A rotary axis 
consisting of axis 
and bearing is 
reduced to one 
line.

In principle, a pivot 
bearing can also be 
modelled from a 
cylindrical axis and a 
bearing bush. However, 
this procedure usually 
does not bring any 
profit, because all 
bearing parameters can 
also be brought into 
play with links.

Object Description Abstractions Comments

TABLE 1. 
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can directly call up, dimension or parameterise and position (e.g. a tension spring), e.g. with the 
aid of a dialog.

Structure of an object An object in turn is generally a combination of several basic bodies, so-called primitive bodies. 
Any number of primitive bodies are combined in sonar to form more complex structures and thus 
form an object or a machine part. 

primitive body The basic module of sonar-Lab has among others the following primitive bodies:

FIGURE 5. a selection of primitive bodies (not complete)

modeling The creation of a model happens mainly in the programs of the so-called sonar-LAB environment 
itself. Not infrequently, however, additional methods are used. For example, an EXCEL table can 
be read in for the creation of a free-form surface or grid structure and the points can be 
transferred. It is also possible to read 2-dimensional contours into sonar-LAB and then rotate or 
extrude them in sonar-LAB to create a rotational or prismatic body. sonar-LAB will try to create 
such interfaces to external programs where it makes sense to do so.

Modeling Philosophy sonar-LAB is not a CAD program. sonar-LAB is also not a full-grown 'solid-modeling' program. 
sonar-LAB always tries to assemble a more complex object from the existing elementary building 
blocks (primitive bodies) or better said 'add them together'. As in a CAD program, this process can 
be imagined as a Boolean operation (union). In sonar, however, there is only the operation 
'merge' or 'add'. So it is not generally possible to cut a hole out of a primitive body or an object by 
subtracting a cylinder from the object. Nevertheless, the modelling philosophy behind sonar can 
best be compared with the so-called CSG method in the CAD field (CSG: constructive solid 
geometry). This method is based on the idea of generating all complex objects by Boolean 
operations of primitive bodies.

bores In practice, bores in machine parts often serve the purpose of bearing (axis in bore) or as a 
through hole for a screw or bolt. In our simulation software, it is not necessary to drill a hole for 
this purpose, because this task is usually solved differently. A rotating axis can also be fixed in a 
hole by setting two connection points between the two bodies. The material does not really have 
to be removed from the bore for this purpose, so that the axis can be pushed through. The axis 
and the hole or the two bodies concerned simply penetrate each other and are connected to each 
other at two reference points along the axis of rotation. In addition, when establishing these point 
connections, a rule is automatically set which says that the two objects should not interact with 
each other even though their surfaces collide with each other.

Where a hole is really necessary for a mechanism to function, because you are interested in the 
details between the axis and the surface of the hole, you have to do something else. If a through 
hole is really required, a primitive body of the type 'tube' can be installed at the location in 
question, for example. In addition, individual primitive bodies, such as the prism, are able to have 
real holes which are taken over and interpreted as negative contours during the generation 
process. In this way, for example, two buttstraps with one bore each can be coupled with a 
cylindrical bolt through these bores. In this case, the two buttstraps would actually be held 
together by the surfaces of bolt and bore by explicitly simulating the collision or interaction 
between these surfaces. Any existing tolerance between the axis and the bore would then also be 
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dynamically realistically simulated. More about this later in the chapter 'Extruded line-arc 
contours'.

FIGURE 6. bolts connect the plates of a machine chain

Elastic connections

primitive bodies, objectsIf a model as described consists of several objects and these in turn consist of several primitive 
bodies, then the next question is what holds these objects and primitive bodies together in the 
end. It is the intention of the user that primitive bodies, which together form an object, also move 
together and uniformly through space. The primitive bodies of an object should form a unit 
together as far as their outer form is concerned. Finally, the object was divided into primitive 
bodies only to make it easier to construct a complex structure. But the primitive bodies together 
form a single object. 

linksIn sonar software, primitive bodies are rigid objects which are elastically connected to each other 
to form larger structures (objects). Objects composed of several primitive bodies therefore have a 
certain internal elasticity. The elastic connections that connect two primitive bodies are called 
links. Under the name ‘Link’ you can imagine a spring with a length of zero in their resting 
position. If two primitive bodies connected by a link are pulled apart, then a spring force starts to 
act, which wants to pull these bodies together again. In general, primitive bodies that are to be 
firmly connected to each other are connected with several links at different positions. Imagine 
links as punctiform elastic 'welding points', which hold together the sum of all primitive bodies of 
an object. Maybe it’s better to imagine these connecting points as ball-joints, because if only two 
links are placed between two primitive bodies, then these two links form an axis of rotation 
between the two primitive bodies. This fact is often used to connect two whole objects rotatably 
with each other.

Stiffness of the objectsBy selecting the number of primitive bodies of an object and the size of the spring constants of 
the links, the elasticity or stiffness and the mobility or deformability of an object can be 
controlled. Sometimes the sonar software automatically takes care of these details, sometimes 
the user intervenes himself. If a tension spring is generated via a macro or a menu function, the 
program automatically calculates and sets the links and their constants. A tension spring is also an 
object which is composed of a larger number of primitive bodies which are elastically connected 
to each other. The links are automatically dimensioned so that the spring as a whole has the 
physical properties (spring constant) that the user specifies as a target or that are expected based 
on a spring data sheet.

Possibilities of model generation

Advantages of macrosIt is a result of the practical application of the software that more complex models are 
advantageously always generated in conjunction with macros. This can be done by creating a 
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model exclusively and completely by writing a macro or by adopting and adapting an existing 
macro from a macro library. Especially when a model has many repetitive parts, the use of macros 
is essential. Macros are also an excellent documentation of a model because they contain not 
only the geometric but also the physical properties.

Mixed use of macros 
with classical drawing 
methods
(not yet implemented)

Macros can also be used together with classical drawing methods, e.g. by drawing a few parts first 
graphically interactively on the screen and then converting them into a macro text with a 
corresponding menu command, in order to finally use this text in a second macro. Or vice versa, a 
few objects can first be brought to the screen by executing a macro and then be changed 
manually, i.e. graphically interactively. Finally, the new macro text could be reused via Copy & 
Paste.

Learn macro language
(not yet implemented)

The return of drawn objects or entire models to the macro text is an excellent way of learning the 
macro language. It answers the question: "how would you create the model shown with the help 
of a macro?

Returning object groups 
to their original creation 
functions
(not yet implemented)

When returning a model to a macro text, the program is so intelligent that it knows how a group 
of objects was originally created. If, for example, the user has created a U-profile in a model with a 
corresponding menu function or macro, then all parts of the U-profile are marked accordingly. A 
U-profile consists of a large number of cuboids. If the user later converts this model back into a 
macro text, the U-profile in the macro text to be generated is not divided into a large number of 
individual cuboids. The individual cuboids are combined again in the macro in the corresponding 
function for creating a U-profile.

Semi-finished products, 
standard parts

In the environment of the basic module of sonar-Lab there are a few dialogs for creating standard 
objects available. There are many more industry-specific modules. For example, a tension spring 
can be created using a dialog or the macro equivalent of this function. In this way, parts can be 
added directly to a model. Macros for creating standard parts can often be parameterized.

Object Library Each user can build his own parts library in which he collects objects or object groups that he 
wants to reuse in the future. With the help of the so-called merge function, such parts can be 
copied directly into a model. Instead of the actual objects, a user can of course also collect their 
macro equivalents. As a rule, this variant is even more flexible. 

The use of external files 
(TEXT, EXCEL)

As a rule, external files can be used both in a macro and in the corresponding menu command for 
interactive graphical editing. If, for example, the user wishes to use an external file to create a 
free-form surface in the form of a two-dimensional grid structure, the following options are 
available:

• The user opens a menu command for creating a certain object and can select the desired file 
in the respective dialog via a key and integrate it into the creation.

• The user uses a command to create a certain object in a macro and can also enter the file 
reference for the file to be used in the macro command.

The following figure is intended to give an initial overview of the possibilities for generating a 
sonar model. The illustration does not claim to be complete.
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FIGURE 7. model generation in sonar

Components of a sonar model

In addition to the primitives discussed, the objects constructed from them and the connecting 
links, sonar's basic construction kit also contains other building blocks for a simulation model. This 
includes

Standard ObjectsThe basic sonar package includes a number of standard objects with associated creation options 
(dialogs). These include tension, compression and leaf springs, actuators and dampers. However, 
the various extension tools which give the user a large selection of further objects specific to the 
industry become important. Each user can also create their own library of standard objects 
directly with sonar or with sonar macros. 

controlssonar has, as already mentioned, a macro language (sonar script). With this language, complete 
models can be defined and saved in this form. In addition, sonar script is also used as a control 
system language during the actual simulation. The geometric and physical state of each object can 
be continuously queried by a control system during a simulation. With this information, the 
control system can perform further calculations with 'sonar script' and then feed certain result 
values back into the simulation model in order to change the state or physical size of an object. 
For example, the stroke length of an actuator in a model can be controlled based on arbitrary 
events and states in the model. With these possibilities it is finally possible to simulate a virtual 
machine together with a virtual controller. sonar script' in this form is used however only in sonar-
SIM.

external forces and force 
fields

The basic module contains basic fields such as gravitational fields and allows the definition of 
further user-specific fields. Lastly, force-fields are simply location- or time-dependent, external 
forces to which all objects moving within questionable space can be exposed. By means of a 
certain dialog an external force with a given course (point curve, mathematical function) on a 
single object can be defined.
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Scope of functions of the basic module

The following functions are available for creating and managing a model and its components to 
provide an initial incomplete overview:

• dialogs to generate all primitive bodies. Corresponding macro commands for the same 
purpose.

• functions for the generation of standard objects such as actuators, dampers, drives, math. or 
physical. Springs, 

• functions for managing, modifying primitive bodies and objects (copy, duplicate, paste, 
delete, etc.)

• functions for the interactive and numerical movement of objects (translation, rotation, 
scaling, mirroring)

• Functions for setting collision properties between objects
• Functions for managing object groups
• functions for setting / changing material properties (mass, modulus, yield strength, elongation 

at break, friction, material model, etc.)
• Functions for creating and adjusting links
• Different types of force fields and force functions on objects
• functions for importing 2D data, curves and contours (DXF, EXCEL, sonar-2D, text, etc.) -> 

Extrude functions, free-form surfaces 
• Control system language (sonar script)
• functions for creating documentation material for the model.
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The generation of simple primitive bodies

We call the following forms simple primitive bodies:

Sphere,      Cylinder,    Cuboid,     Cone,    Frustum,     Tube,    Tube Segment,  Torus, Torus Segment

FIGURE 8. simple primitive bodies

These objects are called 'simple' because they can be created with a single dialog and without 
further input data. Other primitive bodies such as prisms or extruded line-arc contours, on the 
other hand, are based on pre-produced elements such as polygons or groups of lines and arcs.

Creation methods

Primitive bodies can generally be created in different ways. That includes:

• by using a macro command
• with the help of a dialog
• graphically interactive directly on the screen

indirect methods are:

• by copying and modifying an existing body
• by functions which in turn produce primitive bodies

Primitive body generation with macros

A macro is a list of instructions in the so-called 'sonar script' language. A macro is written and 
saved as a text file or entered and executed as an instruction directly on the screen in the so-
called macro tool. In general, a primitive body with all its properties is not created in one step 
with a single macro statement. The primitive body is first defined with respect to its outer 
dimensions and possibly also with respect to its position in space. Thus the primitive body is 
present in its outer form for the time being. All other properties of the primitive body are then 
specified using its reference number and other macro instructions.

ExampleCREATE OBJECT (O7, CUBOID, 30, -20, 12, 32, -16, 15)
ROTATE OBJECT (O7, 31, -18, 13.5, 0, 0, 0.7854)
SET PROPERTY (O7, COLOR_RGB, 200, 200, 200)
SET PROPERTY (O7, DENSITY, 7.8)

The first line creates the geometry of a cuboid in space. The coordinates determine two spatially 
opposite corners of the cuboid. The first corner point is located in (30, -20, 12), the second in 
(32, -16, 15). The center of gravity of the cuboid is therefore in (31, -18, 13.5). The cuboid has the 
edge lengths dx = 2, dy = 4 and dz = 3. The edges run parallel to the coordinate axes (x, y, z) 
because no rotation of the body has been defined yet. This is finally implemented with the second 
statement. The body is rotated 45° around its center of gravity (31, -18, 13.5) about an axis 
parallel to the z-axis.
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The third statement assigns a gray color to the cuboid. The RGB color components (red, green, 
blue) must be in the interval [0..255]. Colors with the same color components R=G=B are all gray. 
Where [0, 0, 0] = black and [255, 255, 255] = white. Our cuboid gets the color light gray with the 
above instruction.

The last of the four lines gives the cuboid the density of steel [7.8 g/cm3]. Since the volume of the 
cuboid is already determined by the definition of the geometry, the program automatically sets 
the mass of the cuboid with the last instruction to the value: Mass = density · volume. The 
program also automatically recalculates the main moments of inertia of the cuboid. Note that the 
numerical values used in macros (until further notice) must always be given in the [cm g µs] 
system.

The first macro line, which creates the cuboid, stores the index of the new primitive body 
internally as 'o7'. Any other integer can be used instead of '7'. When we create the cuboid, we 
give it a 'name' or a reference name. Therefore following macro lines can fall back on this name 
and say for example: The primitive body, which is called 'o7', shall become light grey.

Conclusion You do not need to be afraid of this macro language just because you are not a programmer. It is a 
simple command language that can be understood by everyone and is largely self-explanatory. 

Creation of a 'primitive' with dialogs

Also the definition of a primitive with the help of dialogs is usually carried out in several steps. If 
one were to pack all the setting options of an object into a single dialog, this would be very 
complex and confusing. For this reason, these tasks have been distributed over several dialogs, as 
well as the creation by macro in several instruction steps, as shown on the previous page as an 
example. In this way, the definition of an object becomes 'modular' in a certain sense. The last 
two of the following three dialogs can also be used later to edit or change an object.

1. With a first dialog the user creates the geometry i.e. the outer shape of the object. After this 
step, the object is already visible on the screen or in the model.

FIGURE 9. creation of an object: Menu / Create / New Primitive...

2. a second dialog then specifies the individual physical properties, collision behavior and 
general characteristics of the object, such as color, etc.
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FIGURE 10. Object Properties: Menu / Edit / Edit Object... / Properties...

3. often further instructions follow for the rotation and positioning of the new object in space. A 
further dialog is available for this purpose.

FIGURE 11. rotation and position of the object: Menu / Edit / EditObject... / Rotation and Position...

So we create an object in this way in three steps

1. create the geometry of the object
2. define the properties of the object
3. rotate and position the object spatially
(the second and third steps could also be performed in reverse order)
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Graphical interactive primitive generation

FIGURE 12. New Primitive Toolbar.

FIGURE 13. After selecting the cuboid symbol in the toolbar we define a new cuboid. In the displayed 
cuboid there is a line drawn which can be used for rotations.

FIGURE 14. The top end of this line (small circle) is packed with the mouse and rotated. The rotation is done 
with a grid whose step size (in degrees) can be set in the 'Preferences'.

FIGURE 15. If the mouse is pressed over a corner point, two possible stretching directions are shown.

FIGURE 16. In this example, if the user chooses to stretch in the 4 o'clock direction by moving the mouse in 
that direction, a scale and a numeric display will appear.

FIGURE 17. The right mouse button over the boundary of the cuboid opens the context menu. The 
command 'Rotate' opens the corresponding dialog. A rotation of 30° around the y-axis results in the cuboid 
position in the figure on the right.

FIGURE 18. Again a stretching can be carried out as shown. The displacement of the cuboid in space is done 
as usual by 'packing' at the edge of the cuboid.
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If you are wondering why the 30° rotation at the end of the image series was carried out with a 
dialog and not also graphically interactively, then we can answer you: You are right, this rotation 
around the y-axis could actually have been carried out graphically interactively in the top view. In 
this image series, we have mixed the two methods of rotating an object for the following reason: 
If the user wants to rotate an object, say by 30,000°, then he can do so very easily graphically 
interactively. However, if he wants to rotate the object by an angle of 31.137°, for whatever 
reason, then the interactive graphic no longer works. In this case, the user must access the 
rotation dialog, preferably via the context menu.

FIGURE 19. Performing an object rotation with a dialog

The last series of pictures shows the graphically interactive work on the example of a cuboid. 
Compared to the two other production methods, the outer form and the position in space are 
determined here. The last step, i.e. defining the properties of the cuboid, is done here in the same 
way as if the object had been created with dialogs. The following dialog is called for this purpose:

Menu / Edit / Edit Object... / Properties...

The other primitive bodies are treated in the same way with regard to the graphically interactive 
generation method. You will certainly do the right thing with an intuitive approach. Perhaps it is a 
good exercise to create each primitive type in an empty document once graphically interactively 
and to change its form and position playfully in all possible ways. 

The zero position of an object

The zero position of an object is by definition the position in which an object is stored within the 
program. Each spatial position of an object is thus seen as a motion matrix of the object in 
question relative to its zero position. For this reason, an object is often first created in its zero 
position and then moved to its destination by a three-dimensional movement (rotation + 
translation). This path is taken not least because the definition of an object in its zero position is 
simpler than if it is at an angle in space. Some primitive bodies also offer generation functions that 
take the rotation angles and space coordinates during definition. The order in which the rotations 
around the coordinate axes (x,y,z) are performed is important in this context. Rotations are not 
commutative. Often one is confronted with the situation that one wants to bring an object with 
certain rotations around certain spatial axes into the final position and that the order of these 
rotations does not correspond to the predefined order as it is provided in the corresponding 
functions with such parameters. In this case, the object is first created in its origin or zero position 
and then rotated to its end position using individual rotations around individual coordinate axes. 
It is important to know the zero position of the objects, because every relative movement of an 
object refers to its previous position. The first movement therefore always refers to its zero 
position.
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Usually you create a new object in its zero position or in a position close to its zero position. This is 
only because the coordinates in this form are more meaningful and can be easily checked and 
changed. The zero position of an object is in a certain sense also the spatial position of an object 
as it is represented in a technical work drawing. In most cases, the object dimensions in the zero 
position are also available in their simplest natural form and do not have to be laboriously 
converted from space coordinates. Subsequent changes become understandable in this way. The 
subsequent rotation and displacement into the final position is simple.

FIGURE 20. zero position of the primitive bodies

Further dependencies

groupings Primitive bodies combined with links to an object can no longer be moved individually and 
independently. Such primitive bodies have largely given up their independence and are 
automatically moved as a group. Other primitive body properties can also be transferred to the 
group properties, either optionally or necessarily.

Subsequent changes No matter how a primitive body was created, its properties can all be changed afterwards by 
calling one of the dialogs 'Edit Object...'. In addition, there are functions which change whole 
groups of primitive bodies or objects together.
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Prismatic bodies

 Extruded polygons are also called prisms. We distinguish between two types of prisms:

• convex prisms
• concave prisms

The terms 'convex' and 'concave' refer to the cross-sectional area which is extruded. This 
distinction is introduced because convex prisms are easier to calculate in several ways in a 
simulation later on. The first step in creating a prism is to create the cross-sectional contour of the 
prism. To do this, open the 'Menu / Create / New Element...' dialog and select the desired 
element type in the combobox at the top left:

• convex prism    -> polygon
• concave prism    -> quadstrip

FIGURE 21. Dialog Create Element

The lower half of the dialog is responsible for entering the points of the new element. At this 
point the slightly different input sequence of the points for the two element types 'Polygon' or 
'Quadstrip' is essential:

FIGURE 22. The order and orientation of the points (left polygon, right quadstrip)

The point sequence of a polygon must be counterclockwise. This is always the so-called positive 
orientation of a flat structure. The last point of the polygon must coincide with the first.

The point sequence of a quadstrip must be such that the odd points (1, 3, 5, ...) are defined 
counterclockwise of the boundary. By the way, a quadstrip always has an even number of points. 
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If this is impracticable for a given surface, then two points can be merged or an intermediate point 
can be set on a straight line, e.g. point no. 6 in the last example. The term 'quadstrip' is also taken 
from the name of these structures in the OpenGL graphics software (stripes of quadrilaterals).

Before you start entering the points, you should select the corresponding unit system and before 
you leave the dialog, press the 'End/Create' key and then 'OK'.

What follows now is the extrusion of the new cross-section, which is shown on the screen as a 
blue contour. To do this, select the element you just created and open the dialog 'Extrude...' 
(Menu / Create / Extrude Contour...). Set the intended length of the prism in millimeters.

FIGURE 23. Dialog Extrude

The creation process is now complete and the new object should be visible in both 2D and 3D 
views. The prism is still in its zero position at the moment and, like any primitive body, can be 
edited with the two dialogs

Menu / Edit / Edit Object... / Properties...
Menu / Edit / Edit Object... / Rotation and Position...

Remarks It is basically not wrong if the cross-sectional area of a convex prism is created using a quadstrip. 
The realization with a convex polygon would only be slightly more efficient, which is only really 
noticeable when using a large number of objects. 

If, however, a concave polygon is extruded to a prism, then the representation of this object in the 
3D window will most likely be wrong. The reason for this error is the OpenGL graphics software as 
used in sonar. OpenGL can only display convex polygons. All more complex shapes must be 
internally fragmented into convex polygons. For this reason, polygons that are defined as convex 
achieve higher graphics performance.
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Extruded Line-Arc contours

 The creation of these structures is basically done in two to three steps:

1. Provide a line-arc contour. 
2. If the object should have additional holes, then also corresponding circles must be drawn.
3. Extrusion

The Dialog Create/Show Contour

A line arc contour can either be 'drawn' explicitly on the screen with the dialog 'Create Element' 
piece by piece or the contour can be imported as a file. In the latter case, the definition of the 
line-arc contour takes place in an external program and is provided as a text file and imported 
with the 'Load Data (Textfile)' button. The last variant is the only practicable method, especially 
when a complex boundary such as a gear wheel is involved. More about that later. We are 
therefore able to approach the dialog in two ways, as shown below.

1. draw and select the lines and arcs in the front view (x-y-plane) and open the dialog
Menu / Create / New Contour...

2. call the dialog without selection
>>> The 'Load Data (Textfile)' button in the dialog is activated.

FIGURE 24. Dialog Create Contour / Show Contour

For simple contours, as shown in the dialog above, the creation of lines and arcs with the dialog 
'Create Element' can make sense. In this case, just press the 'OK' key and the contour is ready for 
extrusion. This is done in exactly the same way as with the prisms, by calling the dialog 'Menu / 
Create / Extrude Contour...'.
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FIGURE 25. Dialog Extrude, applied to line-arc contours

Here, too, the further processing is carried out by means of the following:

Menu / Create / Edit Object / Properties...
Menu / Create / Edit Object / Rotation and Position...

The format of a text file

The text file in which a closed contour of line and arc elements is defined must have a certain 
format. This format can easily be written in any text or table processing program. Although the 
number series is written in two columns below for space reasons, it must be prepared in one 
column in the relevant text program. The printed example defines the outer contour of a so-called 
toothed chain link as shown opposite.

FIGURE 26. The text file of a so called tooth link as shown on the right.

The file is a list of 2-dimensional points (x-y plane). The format of the lines and arcs is defined as 
follows:

Text file definition for a 
contour (lines, arcs)

LINE
p1.x, p1.y     Starting point
p2.x, p2.y     Endpoint
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ARC
ctr.x, ctr.y   arc centre
p1.x,  p1.y    Starting point (counterclockwise arc) 
               Radius = (ctr -> p1)
p2.x,  p2.y    End point (counterclockwise arc)
               End angle = (ctr -> p2)

The finishing of extruded contours

By post-processing we mean a slight correction of the existing contour and not the conversion into 
something completely new. The dialog we are talking about here would not have been made for 
that. With this dialog the user is able to bring so-called manufacturing tolerances into play and to 
investigate their effects in simulations. The dialog is called with 'Menu / Edit / Edit Object / 
Extruded Contour...'.

FIGURE 27. Dialog Edit Extruded Line Arc Contour

A typical action with this dialog could look like this in turn:

• The mouse is moved over the image of the contour and the arc element to be changed can be 
selected with a mouse click. Alternatively you can use the arrow keys 'Select Element'. 

• The coordinates of the selected element are displayed twice in the lower part of the dialog. To 
the left invariable as a thought support as they are at the moment, and to the right for editing 
by the user.

• If you wanted to move the start and end point of the selected arc a little to the right as shown, 
you would have to change the coordinates (x,y) of these two points accordingly. As soon as 
the 'Store New Values' key is pressed, the entered data is converted and also displayed in the 
graphic.
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• It is important to note at this point that the two neighbouring elements are also changed 
automatically with each change. This is always done with the intention of maintaining a 
seamless, coherent, closed contour.

• If necessary, the physical properties that accompany a geometric change can be recalculated 
and set at the top right of the dialog.

Remarks Changing the geometry of an object in the model can have further consequences. If the object 
was previously linked to other objects, these links did not move in any way. It is the responsibility 
and care of the user to delete and replace such links if necessary.

A change of the geometric position of the holes can also lead to a bolt that was previously exactly 
on the hole axis now lying next to it and interacting with the hole edge. If this is the case, 
appropriate countermeasures would have to be taken. One possibility would be to calm down the 
model with an auxiliary simulation. See the chapter 'Calming a model'.

Complex line-arc contours

The creation of a more complex contour, e.g. that of a toothed or sprocket wheel, is almost 
mandatory via external files. Specifically, a text file with the contour of a single tooth would be 
provided for the definition of the adjacent gear in an external program. In this text file, the tooth 
would already have the correct distance to the wheel center (in the origin), and would correspond 
to a repeat of Z times along the circumference (Z = integer number).

 

FIGURE 28. An imported tooth contour (1 repeat)

As a rule, this data is available in one form or another in the CAD system and can be extracted 
there. The text file of the tooth shown above would have the following format:

The data of a tooth ARC
0.0, 0.000018
4.368310e-01, 4.621702e+00
3.298310e-01, 4.630568e+00

ARC
0.322328, 4.525226
3.298310e-01, 4.630568e+00
2.281116e-01, 4.572940e+00

ARC
1.111313, 4.125663
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2.281116e-01, 4.572940e+00
1.533170e-01, 4.375352e+00

ARC
0.0, 4.415313
-1.533170e-01, 4.375352e+00
1.533170e-01, 4.375352e+00

ARC
-1.111313, 4.125663
-1.533170e-01, 4.375352e+00
-2.281116e-01, 4.572940e+00

ARC
-0.322328, 4.525226
-2.281116e-01, 4.572940e+00
-3.298310e-01, 4.630568e+00

The following sonar script does all the work to create a closed tooth contour along the 
circumference from this tooth data:

sonar script for sprocket 
wheel contour

BEGIN SCRIPT Gear_Z38
-- generate the raw data of a sprocket wheel
-- the file 'Z38.txt' corresponds to the data written above
IMPORT COLLECTION_LINE_ARC(E1, FILENAME, "C:\Import\Z38.txt")
CONCATENATE ELEMENTS (E1, RING, 0, 0, 38) 
UNGROUP ELEMENTS (ALL) -- ungroup loaded pattern
GROUP ELEMENTS (ALL) -- group the ring as a whole
CREATE ELEMENT(E2, CIRCLE, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1.0, 0.54)
-- end of script

• The first line of the script loads the file with the data of a single tooth from the specified 
folder.

• The second instruction copies this tooth pattern 38 times along the circumference. The origin 
(0, 0) is used as the center of rotation.

• The last line sets a circle in the center for the hole to be drilled.

Now we have a closed contour and a circle. The rest of the gear definition is completely analogous 
to the one explained at the beginning of this chapter. The tooth contour and the circle are 
selected and extruded with the dialog 'Extrude'.
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Stationary objects

Plains

A plane has an infinite extension in 'sonar'. In a certain sense, a plane is a simple method of 
incorporating an immovable 'wall' into a model. The simulation area can be limited with a plane in 
a certain direction. Plains act like the surface of another object which is spatially fixed with regard 
to collisions with objects. A plane can be laid parallel to a main plane (x-y, x-z, y-z) or have any 
position in space. Six levels could frame the simulation space e.g. box-shaped. A plane is defined 
with a vector that is perpendicular to the plane and has its base point in the plane. 

 Menu / Create / New Plane...

FIGURE 29. Dialog Create Plane

Fixed points

A fixed point is like the name says a fixed space point, which can be used as an anchor point for 
links. A fixed point alone has no influence and no further function during a simulation. It plays no 
role in the collision behavior of the objects and is not perceived in this sense. It only acquires its 
meaning when something is attached to it. In principle, this is only possible via links. The degrees 
of freedom of movement that an object can have can be limited by the number of fixed points to 
which the object is attached. 

• object is attached to a fixed point with a link:
-> space fixed ball joint

• object is attached to two fixed points with two links:
-> space fixed rotary axis

• object is attached to three fixed points with three links:
-> object is blocked with regard to translation and rotation

A fixed point is generated:

Menu / Create / New Fixpoint...
Menu / Create / Transform Point to Fixpoint
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FIGURE 30. Dialog 'New Point'  creates a raw data point. The Dialog ‘New Fixpoint’ looks the same

An object which is mounted with links at fixed points, no matter how many there are, is always 
fastened elastically. For example, if an object is suspended from three fixed points, the object can 
still move within the permitted link elasticity, both translatorily and rotatively. The object can 
therefore vibrate around its fastenings depending on the state of the external stimuli and the 
stiffness of the links. The same applies analogously to the case of one or two links.

Grids

Grids are freely formable surfaces. Grids have a defined finite extent. These surfaces are defined 
with a grid structure. An essential property of these structures is that the surfaces generally do 
not form closed volumes, but open boundaries. As such, grids have no physical properties such as 
density and mass. Consequently, they cannot be accelerated or moved in the course of a 
simulation. They are like the planes fixed structures which offer a boundary for moving objects 
and participate in the interactions.

Fixed objects

If it is desired that an object remains immovably fixed and in this way only performs the function 
of a boundary and a collision partner, then the object in question can be declared as fixed in space 
as follows:

Menu / Edit / Edit Object / Properties / General / Fixed in Space 
(nonrelocatable)

The difference to fastening at three different fixed points is the elasticity. An object that has been 
declared to be fixed in space is absolutely at rest and no longer vibrates, whatever affects the 
object.
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Body of revolution

In one of the last chapters the extrusion of a line-arc contour was discussed. In principle, we do 
the same with rotational bodies, with the difference that the extrusion of a contour is not linear 
along the Z-axis, but rotative around the Z-axis. But here too, the task for the time being is to 
provide a cross-sectional area. 

 

FIGURE 31. The raw data contour in the X-Y plane before displacement to the Z-Y plane.

This 2D Contour is defined completely analogously to extrusion in the X-Y plane, for which, as 
already mentioned, several possibilities are open:

• Dialog 'New Element' -> Lines and arcs
• External files
• Dialog 'New Contour...'
• Macro

If the contour is defined in the X-Y plane, it is automatically transformed into the Z-Y plane before 
the rotation process. The reason for this procedure is ultimately that raw data and contours are 
always defined in the X-Y plane, but the actual rotation always takes place around the Z axis. This 
in turn means that the cross-section contour must be provided for rotation in the Z-Y plane. In 
order to keep things as simple as possible for the user, the system performs this transformation 
itself during the rotation process.

The user draws a closed boundary with several elements in the X-Y plane as usual, converts it into 
a contour and selects the actual function for generating the rotational body.

Menu / Create / Revolve Contour...
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In this way, all kinds of rotational bodies can be realized: plate-like structures or rotated cross-
section profiles of any kind (ring-shaped objects), etc. Each line-arc contour can be further 
processed into a corresponding rotation body. It is important that in rotary bodies without a 
central opening, as in the last example, the cross-sectional profile of the raw data reaches up to 
the X-axis (Y=0) and follows this to a certain extent. There should never be points with negative Y-
values along the contour.

FIGURE 32. Dialog -> Menu / Create / Revolve Contour...

The subsequent further processing of the rotating body is carried out by means of the

Menu / Create / Edit Object / Properties...
Menu / Create / Edit Object / Rotation and Position

This is used to set the physical properties and the spatial position. 
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Grid structures

Overview

Grid structures are approximations of free-form surfaces. Freely formed three-dimensional 
surfaces are divided into quadrilaterals with an appropriate number of grid lines. The individual 
quadrilaterals are generally not planes but spatially twisted or slightly twisted units, which 
together approximate the desired surface. These gruds are spatially fixed objects which can be 
rotated and positioned as a whole, but which, at least in the basic version of sonar, retain their 
position and rotation during a simulation. From this point of view, the grids are spatially fixed 
boundaries that limit the simulation area with their surface shape. They are suitable for the 
construction of channels and bulges in channels through which e.g. particles flow and bounce off 
or around them. Additional tools from sonar may also offer spatially movable freeform bodies. 

FIGURE 33. An aerodynamically shaped hump as an example of a grid structure of type 2 (see below)

The deformability of a grid in this form is also limited. This becomes clear when we show how 
these grid structures are created. A grid of this type is usually defined in an EXCEL table. Following 
the last picture one would start with an absolutely flat grid structure which we want to call X-Y-
structure. This two-dimensional grid, from which we want to proceed, would lie flat on the table 
like a sheet of paper or like a piece of cloth, but would already contain the drawn grid lines. The 
nodes or crossing points of these grid lines would now be raised in the third dimension, 
perpendicular to the table plane. Each node would be lifted exactly as far as the end of the grid 
image as shown above. 
This shows that it is not possible to create grids that enclose more than half of a body's surface. 
Rather, they are directed bulges perpendicular to the original plane. Technically speaking, this 
procedure reminds us of a punching machine that presses a die into a sheet metal with a punch. If 
the user wants to model more complex shapes, such as a closed channel, he must do so with at 
least two separate shapes that enclose the channel from two sides.

Definition of a Grid structure

Grid structures are defined via external files, which are prepared in suitable programs such as 
EXCEL or others. So far, we distinguish between two types of data structures (Type 1, Type 2)
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Data Structure Type 1
A 'grid' in its geometric 
(top) and topological 
view (bottom)

The first type is a general grid with arbitrary quadrilaterals. With this grid type, all coordinate 
nodes (x, y, z) are explicitly specified. In a spreadsheet program like EXCEL, this leads to the 
following format. Each point of the grid to be defined requires three cells, i.e. one column and 
three rows for the coordinates (x. y, z). The arrangement of the points in the table corresponds to 
that in reality (see illustration).

FIGURE 34. Systematic construction of a grid structure (type 1) in EXCEL

Data Structure Type 2
Legend:
0: unused value
x: x-coordinates
y: y coordinates
p: z-coord. profile
s: z-coord. sweepline 

The second type of grid has special properties. In this variant, the heights perpendicular to the 
screen plane are entered in the table. The user looks from above at the table where a terrain 
model is placed. The x- and y-coordinates of a grid, which lies flat on the table for the time being, 
are entered in the top line and the column at the left edge. Afterwards the user does not have to 
specify a height for each cell, it is sufficient to characterize the terrain model with a profile section 
(p) and a longitudinal section (s).

FIGURE 35. Systematic construction of a grid structure (type 2) in EXCEL

Intermediate profiles along the so-called sweepline (s) are calculated from the given profile (p) by 
linear interpolation. The picture shown in the overview of this chapter has a profile body of this 
type.

ExampleYou can imagine that with this method we want to enter the shape of a car. We therefore place a 
cross section of the car in the middle of the car. Afterwards we set a longitudinal section exactly in 
the middle of the car which reaches from the very front to the very back. Finally, the shape of the 
outer hull of the car is automatically calculated so that the defined cross-section is shifted from 
the center of the car from the very front to the very back and its height is always scaled so that 
the center of the profile touches the line or the specified height of the longitudinal section. It is 
like a pie in cake form which is sliced from front to back. Our cake has the shape of a car.

This shows that the freedom of design is limited to a single profile which can only be scaled in 
height. This type of grid also cannot have a closed form. The entire surface of the grid structure is 
subject to the same restrictions as a cake form. You still have to be able to take the cake out. The 
surface is at most a half shell, but can also be flatter. 

1   2   3   4   5   6   7

4
3
2
1
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Calculations on the surface

Both of the grid structures discussed (type 1, type 2) have the characteristic that the individual 
quadrilaterals of the grid structures are not planar. Most quadrilaterals of a grid structure have a 
twisted shape geometrically. In other words, if you wanted to place the individual quadrilateral of 
a grid on a table, then not all four corners would touch the table or lie on the table level. The 
whole thing reminds us of a four-legged chair with unevenly long chair legs. This causes problems 
if you want to calculate collision points with such surface elements. However, this is not a problem 
for the user. The sonar software uses an automatic interpolation method, which calculates all 
three space coordinates for each surface point within such a quadrilateral. The calculation 
method amounts to dividing the quadrilateral into four triangles, which have a common corner 
point in the middle of the quadrilateral.

Further processing of the Grid structure

The grid structure defined in EXCEL, be it type 1 or type 2, is stored as a text file or with the 
extension '.TXT' on a data carrier and thus forms the geometric definition of the grid. Of course, 
we cannot use the grid in this text format directly in a sonar simulation yet. The grid also lacks 
many properties which are necessary for its use as a physical object. sonar, however, provides a 
dialog with which this grid can be very quickly converted into a sonar object. If you want to 
integrate the mesh in question into a model, select the following dialog box:

Menu / Import/Export / Import Grid...

In the dialog the user presses the button 'Load List from File...' and selects the text file which he 
has prepared in EXCEL as described. Depending on the type of grid (type 1 or type 2) he presses 
the corresponding radio button and finally 'OK -> Import Grid'.

FIGURE 36. the Import Grid dialog for loading external grid structures. On the left side of the dialog you can 
see a prepared file of type 2, which was loaded with the button 'Load List from File...'. The file is not 
completely visible in the horizontal plane. If necessary, use the scroll bars in the dialog.

From this moment on the grid is a full sonar object which is displayed in all views and listed in the 
'Object Tool' and to which further properties can be assigned as usual. A double-click in the Object 
Tool takes you further.
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Object groups

Several objects can be grouped. In the following we speak of two levels of groups:

• Groups
• Super Groups 

A supergroup can contain several groups as well as individual objects that do not belong to a 
group. The affiliation of an object to a group is recognized by the fact that the object gets an 
automatically defined group number or super group number as attribute. A group number is an 
integer greater than zero. The group number of ungrouped objects, on the other hand, is zero. 
Groups are numbered consecutively as they are created. A certain object can only belong to one 
group and one supergroup at a certain time. Multiple affiliations are not allowed. If an already 
grouped object is assigned to another group, the old group number is overwritten by the new 
one.

However, a group number is not necessarily a fixed number for a group of objects. It's not an 
identification number in that sense. This becomes clear when two sonar files are merged by 
copying the objects of one model into another model. This often leads to conflicts with the same 
group numbers in different files. For this reason, the program automatically assigns different new 
group numbers to the individual groups during this process.

The group and super group number of an object is displayed in different dialogs, which edit a 
property of a certain object. Many properties of objects can be applied collectively to whole 
groups or super-groups for ease. The fact that a certain object belongs to a group has no 
consequences at all for the time being. Not a single characteristic in his overall behavior is 
influenced by this. Only when new properties are subsequently assigned to a group does this have 
an indirect effect on the relevant object in this group. For example, you could give a group as a 
whole a new color. This therefore also affects every object in this group.

The sense to distinguish between groups and super-groups can best be explained by an example. 
A strand or rope consists of several wires. Each wire, in turn, consists of a long chain of cylinders 
which are elastically connected to each other. By declaring the individual wires as groups and the 
rope as a whole as a supergroup, you can access the objects of a rope at different levels and 
change them if necessary.

Managing object groups

The 'Edit Object Group' dialog is a contact point for managing the group properties themselves. In 
this dialog, you can assign a common group or supergroup property to a selection of objects. With 
this dialog it is also possible to cancel an existing group number. 

Menu / Edit / Group / to Object Group...
Menu / Edit / Group / to Object Supergroup...

Menu / Edit / Ungroup / Object
Menu / Edit / Ungroup / Object Group...
Menu / Edit / Ungroup / Object Supergroup...

Menu / Edit / Edit Group Name...
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FIGURE 37. Dialog Edit Object Group

When a group number is assigned, nothing else happens to the affected objects for the time 
being. The introduction of a group number is merely a preparation for another function, to assign 
its properties to an entire group or to perform an action for all objects in a group.

Display of group properties

Sometimes you want to know a certain characteristic for a whole group. This can be an average 
value in the group or a total value over the entire group. The dialog 'group properties' calculates 
and shows some important group properties as shown.

Menu / Functions / Calculate Group Properties...

FIGURE 38. Dialog Display Group Properties
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Applications of object groups

object toolIn the so-called 'Object Tool', objects that belong to a group or supergroup are displayed in an 
efficient and clear manner. Instead of listing each object individually in the tree structure, the user 
can access the individual members of the group using special navigation keys. 

FIGURE 39. Object Tool

Changing Objects 
Collectively

Whenever the properties for all members of a group (collectively) are to be changed, the 
'Collective Change of Objects' dialog is a good choice

Menu / Edit / Collective Change... / Objects 

FIGURE 40. Dialog 'Collective Change of Objects'

The dialog allows the collective changing of groups and supergroups, but also of selections of 
objects or a number of objects within an index range.
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Change links collectively What we did with objects, what we changed collectively, you can do with another dialog also with 
links. The dialog allows the modification of various variables in connection with links. These 
variables can be set in the popup menu 'Variable' of the dialog

Menu / Edit / Collective Change... / Links

FIGURE 41. Dialog Collective Change of Links

Change material from 
object groups

The material properties of a group are documented separately in the next chapter. A single 
material property of a group can additionally be changed with the following dialog

Menu / Material / Material Property...

FIGURE 42. Dialog Edit Material Properties

Finally, the often quoted 'Edit Object Properties' dialog allows you to control and view the group 
or supergroup property by turning on the 'General' panel in this dialog. On this panel of the dialog 
the group and supergroup number of the object in question is displayed. 
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FIGURE 43. Dialog 'Edit Object Properties' and the display of the group numbers.

Macro commands for 
object groups

A number of macro commands are related to group properties. They are all of the macro 
command type

SET GROUP_PROPERTY (o1, parameters)

The first parameter (o1) contains the object number of a representative of the object group. 
Please consult the manual 'sonar script Language Guide'.

Adapt interaction of 
object groups

The interaction properties can be changed for an entire group of objects as follows:
Select an object of a group (View / Object Tool) 

Menu / Interaction / Edit Properties (Groups)...

FIGURE 44. Dialog Edit Interaction Properties
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Material Models

Overview

Material models as they are described here are assigned to groups of objects, which consist of 
pieces of the same or similar 'primitives'. It makes no sense to assign a material model of this kind 
to a single 'primitive' because the properties of the material model are built into the links 
between the objects. Material models describe the elastic-plastic behaviour of bodies. In sonar 
the mechanism for this is actually in the connections between the bodies, while the bodies 
themselves, as already known, are rigid bodies. Another property that belongs in this chapter is 
the fracture behaviour. These two properties of materials can be treated in sonar independently 
of each other. While the material model determines the stress-strain curve, the fracture model 
determines where, along this curve, the fracture should occur. The fracture may depend on the 
strain itself, but there are other criteria for a fracture. In the following, the dialogs that are 
intended for editing the stress-strain diagram are introduced first. In this context, we distinguish 
between two dialogs

• Stress/Strain Variables
• Stress/Strain Functions

Stress-strain curves describe the strain behavior of materials under load. Most of these curves 
have a so-called elastic limit, which marks the point of maximum reversible strain immediately or 
shortly after Hook's range. If the material is stretched beyond this point, it will not return to its 
original state after unloading. This elastic limit is measured and documented in the technology for 
each material with uniaxial tensile tests on cylindrical bodies. There are various comparative 
stress and strength hypotheses available so that the simulation system can automatically calculate 
a corresponding comparative stress at any location and at any time, even for complicated three-
dimensional loads on a body, and compare it with the known and measured stress-strain curve. 
The user of sonar has the possibility to choose from several known hypotheses in the following 
dialog and to assign the hypothesis to certain object groups

• Yield Criteria

Finally, additional dialogs are available to the user to introduce specific changes to the material 
behavior. In dialog

• Material Property

he can, for example, change a specific material property of an object or an object group.
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Dialog stress/strain variables

FIGURE 45. The dialog with a representation in connection with the selected material model No.005 Linear 
Elastic Linear Isotropic Hardening

Before calling this dialog, the user selects an individual object of an object group to which he 
wants to assign a material model. The dialog can be accessed with

Menu / Material / Stress/Strain Variables...

The operation of the dialog is intuitively understandable. The user selects a specific model from 
the list of models and the corresponding characteristic stress-strain image of the model is 
displayed schematically. For the selected model, the user enters the corresponding material 
values of his choice in the relevant fields. 

The function of the material model in code

After leaving the dialog, the links between all objects of the respective object group are all set in a 
way that all properties of the model work as expected. In particular, the values of all link constants 
are set so that the elasticity of the entire group corresponds to the modulus of elasticity. For each 
material model there are functions in the program code which control the elastic-plastic 
behaviour of the links. If a link finally exceeds the elongation at break, then the strength of the 
link is set to zero and the link itself to 'unused', i.e. the link in question no longer exists 'de facto'.
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Dialog stress-strain functions

FIGURE 46. Dialog stress-strain functions

More complex material models are defined with an extended dialog. Instead of idealized material 
models as in the previous section, stress-strain functions can be set up. An example of such a 
function is the 'Johnson-Cook material model, as shown in the figure as an example. However, 
material models of this type are only required for special highly dynamic applications. In most 
cases the average 'user' will use the material models of the previous section 'stress/strain 
variables'. 

Dialog Yield Criteria

The material properties given for a material in the stress-strain curve are based on uniaxial tensile 
tests on mostly cylindrical specimens. A real three-dimensional stress state at a certain position of 
a machine part generally consists of a combination of normal and shear stresses in each spatial 
direction. In order to establish a comparative value of these stresses with a single measured and 
documented stress-strain point in the corresponding curve, the current normal and shear forces 
must be converted with a theory into a corresponding comparative value, which can finally be 
directly compared with the measured quantity. For isotropic materials we have the following yield 
hypotheses available in sonar

• W.J.M Rankine Maximum Principal Stress Theory (Default)
• St. Venant Maximum Principal Strain Theory
• Beltrami-Haigh Total Strain Energy Theory
• Tresca Maximum Shear Stress Theory
• Von Mises Distortion Energy Theory
• Mohr-Coulomb Yield Criterion
• Drucker-Prager Yield Criterion

In sonar the two theories 'Rankine' and 'von Mises' are mainly used. The former because it is very 
simple and requires little computing effort, the latter because it is the most frequently used 
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theory for metals in the machine industry. The dialog for setting the equivalent yield hypothesis 
can be reached with

mennu / Material / Yield Criteria... 

FIGURE 47. Dialog Yield Criteria

Example

The following figure shows an example of a model with deformable object groups. Both the 
vertical supports (U-profiles) and the horizontal rods and tubes are elastic-plastic deformable 
bodies. All these parts have been constructed from a larger number of primitive bodies, in a 
similar way a finite element analysis divides a body into internal grid structures. The 'Profiles' 
module largely supports the user in converting a rigid profile into one that is elastically plastic 
deformable.

FIGURE 48. Crash Analysis

In the model shown, the Rankine Yield Criteria would be a good choice for the ropes, wires and 
rods. Consequently, the settings set by the system 'by default' would be adopted. These parts are 
objects that are mainly loaded in the axial direction. The computational effort for a more complex 
theory would not be worthwhile in this case. The use of the 'Von-Mises' Yield Criteria is 
appropriate for parts made from U-profiles which deform and twist in a complicated way. 
Basically it is true that the use of the 'Von Mises' theory only yields a benefit where groups of 
objects exist in an appropriately high spatial resolution with internal grid structures. The 'Von 
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Mises' theory does not only consider the local tensile and shear forces when calculating the yield 
stress, but also the proportion of hydrostatic pressure in the material which has no influence on 
the critical yield criteria.

Display options

The system offers the user colored representations of the stress distribution in an object group. In 
relation to the last figure, the user could dynamically record the 'Rankine' or 'Von Mises' stress 
distribution in a U-profile as a movie. If the maximum permissible stress is exceeded, these events 
result in entries in the event logbook. The user can consult these records at any time. If breaks 
occur during a simulation, the simulation continues under the new conditions.

Dialog Edit Material Property

FIGURE 49. Dialog Edit Material Property

This dialog allows the user to change individual selectable variables of a material. Example: The 
user wants to increase the maximum permitted percentage elongation of an object group from, 
for example, 20% to 24%. After selecting an object from the relevant object group in the model, 
he calls the 'Edit Material Property' dialog from the menu. Using the combo box in this dialog he 
then selects the criterion 'max. percental strain' and can enter a new value for this value in the 
relevant field. With the other physical properties in the combo box, the procedure may be 
completely analogous.

The modulus of elasticity (young modulus)

The user can also change the modulus of elasticity in the same way using the 'Edit Material 
Property' dialog. In sonar, the modulus of elasticity or young modulus or E-modulus for short, is 
particularly related to the so-called link constants. If, for example, a linked chain of cylinders is 
created which together represent a deformable rod profile or a wire, then the two variables 
modulus of elasticity and link constant are related to the tensile load in the following way:

K = E · A / Le (EQ 6)

K: Link constant
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E: young modulus
A: cross-sectional area of the profile
Le: Element Length of individual objects

In the case where not a single link with the link constant 'K' but a link combination of (n) links 
establishes the connection between two objects, the following relationship applies to the tensile 
load:

ki = E · A / Le            i = [1..n] (EQ 7)

If we first regard the cross-sectional area 'A' and the length 'Le' of the individual cylinders as 
unchangeable, then the two quantities 'K' and 'E' are in a linear relationship. If we change one of 
the two sizes, the other size is automatically adjusted by the program. Usually the user specifies 
the modulus of elasticity of the material and expects the sum of the affected link constants to be 
set accordingly. The following dialogs either display the value of the young modulus or offer 
editing options for it.

dialog
object properties

Object Tool / Object -> double click / Dialog Object Properties

the modulus of elasticity is displayed in the 'Physics (static)' tab 

dialog
Edit Material Property

Menu / Material / Material Property / young modulus

the young modulus is ready for editing. The necessary and automatically performed subsequent 
calculations are displayed in the dialog -> Dependencies

dialog 
Edit Stress/Strain-Var.

Menu / Material / Stress-Strain Variables...

The module can be changed in this dialog. Even for link combinations, the adjustments to the link 
constants are then carried out automatically.

dialog
Edit Stress/Strain Funct.

Finally, in the 'Stress-Strain Functions' dialog, the modulus of elasticity no longer occurs in this 
simple form as it does for the Hook range. The normal stress is no longer a linear function of strain 
with the constant E, but is replaced by a more complex function which takes over this task. 
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Springs

Springs are so-called semi-finished products which are sonar composed of a number of primitive 
bodies. In principle, these springs, at least the physical ones, could also be constructed manually 
by the user himself from elementary primitive bodies. Another way would be to create these 
springs with a macro. A difficulty that would result from this procedure would be the calculation 
of the link constants in such a way that the spring as a whole would have the correct stress-strain 
properties or the correct spring constant. The most practicable way would probably be an 
empirical procedure by changing the spring constant of a certain defined spring until its behavior 
as a whole corresponds to the expected values.

Already in the standard version of sonar-LAB there are a few functions to create complete springs 
automatically with the help of a dialog. The following springs can be created with the basic 
version in this way

• physical and mathematical tension springs
• physical and mathematical compression springs
• physical leaf spring

The additional module 'Springs' contains a large number of additional springs. Helix-shaped 
physical springs are build up by sonar torus-segment- and cylinder-shaped primitive bodies, which 
are connected several times by links. The individual link constants are set correctly during 
generation so that the spring as a whole has the defined spring constant. In a simulation, a 
physical spring behaves very accurately in detail according to the real model. This means in detail 
that not only the actual stress-strain behavior, but also the entire dynamic deformation behavior 
of the following properties of the wire helix is exactly reproduced:

• the signal propagation of shock-like loads by the spring helix is automatically simulated
• The longitudinal and transversal oscillation behaviour of the spring is explicitly simulated.
• The eigenmodes of vibration and the resonance behaviour of the spring helix are 

automatically simulated.
• if the properties are set accordingly, the spring coils collide when they touch each other

With mathematical springs, a force is only calculated in each calculation cycle as a function of the 
current length, which is continuously transferred to the two objects involved. The spring however 
has no mass and no inertia. The spring doesn't really have a shape either. The spring image is only 
recalculated and drawn from the spring data in each cycle. But it is a purely virtual picture of the 
spring.

The access to all spring dialogs is done through

Menu / Create / New Spring / ...
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Tension springs

FIGURE 50. Dialog Create Helical Tension Spring (Physical Spring)

The dialog for generating the physical tension spring is shown. The corresponding dialog for the 
math. Tension spring has the same appearance except that the fields for entering mass and 
density are missing because math. springs have no such features. 
In the dialog there is a button called 'Set Data for Test Spring' which performs all settings for an 
example spring and after pressing the ok button generates the upper of the two springs as shown 
below. The lower of the two springs is the mathematical variant with the same settings as created 
with the dialog for the mathematical tension spring.

FIGURE 51. A physical and a mathematical tension spring.

Physical tension springs can either be attached to other objects with links or simply placed over 
bolts like real tension springs, e.g. with the spring eye, whereupon they are held in position by the 
contact and friction forces alone. Mathematical tension springs, on the other hand, must be 
attached to objects with links at both ends. If a model has mathematical springs that are not yet 
fully fixed, the program will report this at the start of the simulation.
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Compression springs

FIGURE 52. Dialog Create Helical Compression Spring (Physical Spring)

The dialog for the physical and mathematical compression spring has the same structure and 
functions analogously. This dialog also allows you to retrieve an example spring by pressing the 
'Set Data Test Spring' button, which then generates the compression spring shown below.

FIGURE 53. A physical and a mathematical compression spring.

Also in this figure the equivalent math. compression spring is shown. As far as the fastening is 
concerned, the same applies as for the tension spring. A physical compression spring can be 
supported by contacts on its opposite side or fastened with links. Math. compression springs, 
however, must be fastened with links.
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Leaf springs

FIGURE 54. Dialog Create Leaf Spring

Leaf springs in sonar are made up of a chain of cuboid elements, i.e. primitives of the cuboid type 
which are elastically flexibly connected to each other. Usually a dozen to 40 elements are used in 
this way. In the dialog for creating a leaf spring, it will always be defined along the Z-Axis. It’s up to 
the user to move the spring into its final position afterwards. The dialog interprets and creates the 
leaf spring in such a way that the bending stiffness as a function of the young modulus and the 
cross-section corresponds to the analytically calculated value.

FIGURE 55. A typical leaf spring in its unbent form as generated by the dialog.
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Actuators and Dampers

These two semi-finished products are in principle mathematical objects. They have a three-
dimensionally visible shell and also a movable cylinder, but there are no masses and inertias 
associated with them. The internal functions for driving or damping the movement of the cylinder 
are also not really present with mass-associated parts, but have been replaced by a mathematical 
function. As with the mathematical spring, the actuator and damper exert forces between two 
objects that are linked to their endpoints.

FIGURE 56. An actuator and a damper as generated by the two dialogs.

FIGURE 57. Dialog Create Mathematical Actuator
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The access to the dialogs is done with

Menu / Create / New Actuator...
Menu / Create / New Damper...

Menu / Edit / Edit Actuator...
Menu / Edit / Edit Damper...

The actuator generated by the dialog does not yet have any control functions and controls. For 
the time being, the actuator only has a maximum force and a stroke velocity as a physical 
property. These are external limiting values that initially limit the physical capabilities of the 
actuator, regardless of how it is subsequently controlled. In addition, the user defines the 
geometric boundary conditions with this dialog, which also define the stroke range. The actuator 
is attached to the two balls located at its ends, one at the bottom of the housing and the other at 
the end of the cylinder. The actuator is controlled by a sonar script control system which 
addresses the actuator by its number as listed in the Object Tool. Further information on 
controlling actuators can be found in the manual 'sonar script'.

The damper is similar to the actuator in appearance and how it is attached to two objects. The 
difference is its inner function. He does not exert active forces but rather does the opposite, he 
dampens forces by passive counterforces, which are always opposed to the movement. 

FIGURE 58. Dialog Create Damper

The damper, as defined here, does not require any further control mechanisms. It is finally 
defined with this dialog and can fulfill its function. Its inner function is also mathematically 
defined. The dynamic damping force which the damper exerts against the two objects is again 
indicated in the dialog itself as an aid.

F = - (c1 · v + c2 · v2) (EQ 8)

The relative velocity v is always taken positively as |v| or as the magnitude of the velocity. The 
two constants are also positive. The minus sign in the formula is intended to indicate that the 
force in this sense always works against the relative velocity. Of course, one of the two constants 
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can also be set to zero. The direction of action of a damper can be restricted in the dialog to one 
direction of movement (retract or extend). The other direction of movement then exerts no force 
in such a case.

For actuators as well as for dampers the following applies: Functional units with more complex 
inner mechanisms can be built elementarily by the user with 'sonar'. More complex damping 
functions for dampers can be implemented with sonar script. 
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Raw data

So far we have encountered so-called raw data several times. In this chapter we want to cover 
these again completely and the different possibilities to create them. Raw data are mostly 2-
dimensional. Unless otherwise specified, we always draw or define raw data in the X-Y plane 
(Front View). All Extrude functions use the X-Y plane as the cross-section plane and extrude along 
the Z axis. The 'Front View' or X-Y plane is therefore our 2D drawing window. In a few cases we 
also need 3-dimensional raw data. These are loaded with the dialog 'Import 3D-Polyline'. 

As raw data we call 2- and 3-dimensional drawing data, as they are also generated with a drawing 
program. Raw data have still no physical meaning, they are geometrical elements such as lines, 
arcs, circles, etc. which describe the boundary of a two- or three-dimensional structure. Raw data 
often form the starting point for the generation of 3-dimensional bodies. If we directly create an 
object of the type primitive, e.g. a cuboid, then we skip the raw data in a certain sense, we 
directly create the physical body. However, certain objects can only be defined on the way using 
raw data, because their boundary is too complicated to be defined directly by drawing. This type 
of object includes, for example, an extruded contour whose boundary is previously defined by a 
sequence of lines and arcs. A contour can be created in different ways.

FIGURE 59. FIGURE 61. Possible ways to create a contour

Creating an Element Graphically Interactively

Create simple elements such as points, lines, arcs and circles directly with the tools in the tool list 
at the top of the screen.
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Create Element Dialog 

FIGURE 60. Dialog Create Element in the selected mode (Line, Arc, ...)

Depending on the type of element the user selects in the popup-menu in the upper left corner, 
the dialog gets a slightly different look with differently selected keys. For this reason, the first 
action in opening the dialog is always to choose the element and the system of unity. In the last 
figure the element 'Line' has been selected. If the user chooses 'Arc' instead, then all fields in the 
upper left corner are released for entering the data. The available selection of fields is redundant 
in this case. The user then has several options for defining an arc.

optional definition of 
normal vectors

Both for the arc and for the element type 'Line' it is optionally possible to specify the so-called 
'Outside'. This property is necessary, for example, in the case of surfaces that are not closed, in 
order to inform the system which side should be responsible for the interaction as the outside. 
The user defines this property for all elements belonging to an open line-arc contour. If this 
contour is subsequently extruded or rotated, then this property is automatically transferred to the 
entire resulting surface. An open surface of this kind can therefore only perceive interactions of 
other objects on one of its two sides.
The interactive graphic at the top right of the dialog contains two small keys. By pressing one of 
these keys, the user defines a direction vector which has its base point at the element and points 
outwards. For the element 'Arc' the whole thing works completely analogously. If the generated 
elements are not intended for open and interacting surfaces, the definition of the outside is 
simply omitted. This information is then not needed and is therefore obsolete.

In the manual 'sonar Language Guide', the chapter 'Partial rotational body (Grid segment)' is used 
as an example to create an open surface with a macro. The lines and arcs used for this purpose are 
provided with corresponding information specifying which side the outer side should be. While a 
mouse click is sufficient to define the outside of the elements when manually creating the 
elements with a dialog, the actual normal vectors, which are perpendicular to the elements, must 
be defined in a macro.

The next picture shows the same dialog with the element selection 'Polygon':
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FIGURE 61. Dialog Create Element in the selected mode (Polygon, Polyline, Quadstrip)

At the bottom left of the dialog a short instruction is shown how to create a polygon or a polyline.

1. press [Start] key
2. enter data point and press [Add] key
3. enter further data points
4. press [End/Create] key

Any number of elements can be created in this dialog without leaving the dialog. Whenever you 
press the [Create] or [End/Create] key, the corresponding element is created immediately and the 
dialog is ready for the next element.

The New Point Dialog

FIGURE 62. Dialog New Point

Instead of creating a point with the general element dialog as shown above, you can alternatively 
define it with the very simple 'New Point' dialog.

Creating an element using a macro

Creating an element by macro is very easy. The macro text is written with a simple text program 
like the 'Editor', saved as a text file and loaded in sonar-LAB with the command

macroTool / File / Open Macro

The macro window, which is located as a tool on the sonar interface, has its own menu with the 
command 
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macroTool / Macro / Execute

The commands for creating elements are as follows:

CREATE ELEMENT (E1, POINT, x0, y0, z0)
CREATE ELEMENT (E1, LINE, x1, y1, z1, x2, y2, z2)
CREATE ELEMENT (E1, ARC, x0,y0,z0, x1,y1,z1, x2,y2,z2, orient)
CREATE ELEMENT (E1, CIRCLE, cx, cy, cz, nx, ny, nz, R)

CREATE ELEMENT (E1, POLYGON, n)
DATA(x1,y1,z1, ..., xn,yn,zn)

CREATE ELEMENT (E1, POLYLINE, n)
DATA(x1,y1,z1, ..., xn,yn,zn)

CREATE ELEMENT (E1, QUAD_STRIP, n)
DATA(x1,y1,z1, ..., xn,yn,zn)

The last three elements polygon, polyline and quadstrip make use of a following data line. In the 
actual formula for creating the element, the last parameter (n) always specifies the number of 
points. In the following data lines the same number of coordinate triples (x,y,z) must be defined as 
the number of points declared. However, these coordinates do not all have to be packed into a 
single DATA statement. For the sake of clarity, several DATA lines may follow. Typically, you write 
three coordinate triples per line in a DATA statement.

Format / Element points

FIGURE 63. the sequences of points in the definition of elements

With the input of three points (p0, p1, p2) four interpretations are possible how the arc is to be 
drawn and run through. However, the user only has to remember to consistently define an arc 
counterclockwise regarding the order of point (p0 > p1 > p2) as indicated in the first of four figures 
in the next drawing. The orientation is usually always determined by the program itself when a 
chain of lines and arcs is grouped into a contour. Within a contour there can be arcs with both 
orientation directions.

The arc has an 'orient' parameter which determines the orientation of the arc according to the 
following scheme:
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FIGURE 64. Four interpretations of an arc with the same points p1 and p2.

Finally, the way in which a circle is defined is worth mentioning. The number triplet (cx, cy, cz) 
denotes the center of the circle, while (nx, ny, nz) defines a homogeneous vector which is 
perpendicular to the plane of the circle and whose base point is fixed to the center of the circle. 
Normally this vector has the values (0, 0, 1).

Group elements

The grouping of elements has a different meaning than the grouping of objects. The purpose of 
grouping objects is to assign common properties to several objects that belong to a common 
group. The grouping is independent of whether the objects are connected to each other or not. 

In the case of raw data, the grouping has the task of seamlessly joining several elements together. 
An element group can be created by any combination of lines and arcs. Only elements that can be 
seamlessly connected with their ends can form a group together. sonar allows open and closed 
groups. Closed groups can be processed into contours. The following functions are available to the 
user for the actual grouping process of elements:

Menu / Edit / Group / Elements / Selected
Menu / Edit / Group / Elements / All

The selection of the elements can be done with a multiple selection with the help of the 'shift' key 
or with the so-called enclosing rectangle. Element groups can be cancelled with :

Menu / Edit / Ungroup / Elements / Selected
Menu / Edit / Ungroup / Elements / All

Copy, Paste, Duplicate (Elements)

There are no functions for this purpose. Elements are always recreated with one of the following 
options:

• manual interactive on the screen with the toolbar 'New Element
• with the dialog 'Menu/Create/New Element...'.
• within a macro with 'CREATE ELEMENT (...)'.
• indirectly via a data import
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Contours

Contours consist of seamlessly joined lines and arcs which together form a closed contour. 
However, a closed line-arc chain is not yet automatically a so-called 'contour' in the context of 
sonar, it must be transformed into one. The difference is not visible in the drawings, but the 
underlying data structure is different. In addition to the information on the individual elements, a 
'Contour' contains further data describing the relationship, orientation, sequence, etc. of the 
individual elements in the contour. In the so called Object Tool a 'Contour' appears as an actual 
new 'element' in its own 'Contour-Folder'. In this form, contours form the starting point for 
extruded line-arc contours which have already been described in a separate chapter. In the 
'Create/Show Contour' dialog, contours can be converted back to their elementary and original 
lines and arcs, if necessary. In this case, a double-click on a 'Contour' in the 'Object Tool' opens the 
contour with this dialog.

Possible problems with contours

Whenever a chain of lines and arcs is to be further processed to a closed contour, it can happen 
that this process does not function correctly because somewhere in the chain of elements the 
connection to the next element is not perfectly guaranteed. sonar uses a tolerance value to detect 
whether two elements fit together seamlessly. If the distance between two endpoints of two 
elements is less than the tolerance, then we speak of a regular continuation within the line-arc 
contour. Otherwise, a connection between the two elements is rejected and the result is not a 
closed contour.

sonar has functions to automatically correct certain defects in contours:

Menu / Sketch / Remove / All identical Elements
Menu / Sketch / Remove / All wrongly defined Elements
Menu / Edit / Preferences... / Constants, Tolerances / group tol.

Identical elements Particularly when importing data via the DXF interface, it often happens that a large number of 
lines or arcs with identical end points are imported several times. This is not least due to the fact 
that DXF files are derived from 2D views of 3D models where in the projection many edges are 
combined. Often the user is not aware of this, because these drawing elements are usually not 
visible and do not attract attention. When the sonar function, which tries to form a closed 
contour, tries to seamlessly assemble and connect elements, then double elements disturb 
enormously. At endpoints with double elements, the function always has two possibilities to find 
a continuation of the line-arc contour. If it goes the wrong way, it usually ends up in a dead end.

wrongly defined 
Elements

For the same reason that double elements are created when creating DXF files, those with a zero 
length are also created. Lines or edges, which in a 2D view of a 3D model lie exactly in the 
projection, i.e. perpendicular to the screen plane, are reduced to one point and have two-
dimensionally identical end points.

group tolerance The tolerance for the grouping of elements to be as large as possible is not a good idea. If the 
tolerance value is greater than the smallest element in an element chain, lines or arcs may be 
skipped when the elements are joined together. The tolerance value should therefore be adjusted 
to the minimum length of the elements and should always be smaller than the element length. 
Uneven transitions between elements also disturb later in the simulations when contacts take 
place at these locations.

trouble-shooting Whenever the system reports a failure of the grouping of elements when grouping or forming a 
contour, the following procedure is recommended:
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Menu / Edit / Ungroup / Elements / All ... Selected
Menu / Sketch / Remove / All identical Elements
Menu / Sketch / Remove / All wrongly defined Elements
Menu / Edit / Group / Elements / All ... Selected
Menu / Create / New Contour...

If the grouping process continues to fail, you should try to change the tolerance value.

Menu / Edit / Preferences.../ Constants, Tolerances / group tol.

Selection of element 
groups and contours

When moving along a group of elements or a contour with the mouse, the cursor is constantly 
adjusted, depending on what is currently under the cursor tip (line, arc, end point, center point, 
etc.). If a sequence of elements consists of a lot of small and close line- or arc-elements, then 
practically only the end point cursor is displayed and it becomes almost impossible to select a 
single element or the group as a whole. In this case, only zooming in helps to create more space 
and thus gain access to the areas between the endpoints.
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Data import

The data import ensures a minimal connection for data exchange with external programs. sonar 
provides the following options for entering external data into the system:

• Raw data Import of a contour (text file)
• Raw data Import of a 3D polyline 
• Raw data Import Grid
• Raw data import in DXF format

(exchange format with CAD system)
• Import sonar models with Merge

(merge sonar components, assemblies and models) 

Import contour (text file)

The procedure for loading and processing contours has already been discussed in the chapter 
'Extruded Lines Arc Contours'. The next figure shows the structure of such a file as it is displayed in 
the dialog in question. A text file of this type can be created with EXCEL or any other text program 
and saved in TEXT format .

FIGURE 65. Dialog Create/Show Contour

Import 3D polyline

3D polylines are needed in certain cases to define the 3-dimensional path of an extrusion or 
'sweep' function, as they are called in the CAD world.

Menu / Import/Export / Import Polyline...
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FIGURE 66. Dialog Import Polyline

The dialog as shown permits two types of procedure. The two methods are written in the top 
right corner of the dialog:

1. by 'copy & paste' from the EXCEL or another text program. Place the cursor in the table and 
paste the contents of the clipboard. You only have to make sure that the list consists of three 
columns separated by TAB's which represent a 3D point (x,y,z) on each line.

2. The [Load List from File] button loads a text file with this structure consisting of three data 
series.

Import Grid 

FIGURE 67. FIGURE 69: Dialog Import Grid

The use of a grid structure has already been explained in the chapter Grids. Grid structures can be 
imagined as three-dimensionally deformed surfaces or as free-form surfaces. In sonar these 
entities are called 'Grid' and have their own folder in the 'Object Tool'. In the current 
implementation, grids can only be defined using externally defined grid structures. EXCEL is a 
good choice for generating these grids. See the chapter 'Grids' for more information.
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FIGURE 68. FIGURE 70. Paths to the Grid

Import DXF File

DXF stands for 'Data eXchange Format' and is one of the most widely used exchange formats in 
the CAD world. DXF can describe 2D and 3D data, is easy to set up and can be edited or 
manipulated with any text program.

FIGURE 69. Dialog 'Import DXF'

The dialog shown opens with :

Menu / Import/Export / Import DXF...

If the 'OK' key is pressed, the standard file dialog for opening files opens. However, the DXF 
interpreter implemented in sonar is very selective and only imports elements of the type that can 
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be directly processed in sonar. Usually this is what the user expects, because everything else is 
only dead weight that has to be deleted anyway. In all two-dimensional data, the Z coordinates 
are set to zero. The imported elements are thus located in the X-Y plane (Front View). 

When the import is complete, the user can select and delete everything he does not need and 
process the remaining elements in the usual way. 

Menu / Sketch / Remove / All identical Elements
Menu / Sketch / Remove / All wrongly defined Elements

Merge (merge sonar files)

We are in the sonar_LAB program and have an open model in front of us on the screen. In the File 
menu we find the three functions

Menu / File / New Model
Menu / File / Open Model
Menu / File / Merge Model

With 'Merge Model' we open a model in the same way as with 'Open Model', with the difference 
that the open model is not deleted or overwritten on the screen. The model to be opened is 
added to the already open model instead. We have the sum of the two files in our model. It is 
obvious that this is a powerful tool to assemble model building blocks and to insert library parts 
into a model. This function actually joins modules together. Very often this possibility is also used 
to set up, model and edit individual assemblies individually in complex models, not least because 
the software has a higher performance with simpler models. The merging of the individual model 
parts then takes place before the actual simulation by generating a complete model with the 
merge function. With this procedure it is also very easy to create variants and variations of 
complete models.
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Modify Objects

Changing Object Properties

Change one object The first point of contact for changing the properties of an individual object is the 'Edit Object 
Properties' dialog.

select Object / Menu / Edit / Edit Object / Properties...
...or
select object / right click on object / context menu / Edit / 
Properties..

FIGURE 70. Dialog Edit Object Properties

The data in this dialog is distributed over several panels, which can be selected by selecting a tab.

• static physical data
• dynamic physical data
• external forces
• interaction properties
• General data (shown in the figure above)

Change a group or 
selection of objects

If certain properties are to be changed not only for a single object but for a selection or a group of 
objects, the user opens the 'Collective Change' dialog instead.

select Object / Menu / Edit / Collective Change... / Objects

In this dialog the user can not only enter new (collective) properties, but also has many 
possibilities to define which objects should be assigned these new properties. The selected object 
serves as a representative of a group of objects, which the dialog may use for further orientation. 
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FIGURE 71. Dialog Collective Change of Objects

Change object size

FIGURE 72. Dialog Resize Object

This function scales the object size of a single object, a group of objects or an entire model. Access 
is by one of the two methods:

select object / Menu / Edit / Edit Object... / Resize...
select object / right click on object / context menu / Edit / 
Resize...

the option 'resize objects in place' is mainly intended for single and unbound objects. If a whole 
group of objects is scaled, then this option is only allowed if there are no links between the 
objects. As a rule, however, a group of objects is scaled without this restriction. An assembly or an 
entire model is scaled by multiplying all coordinates of all objects by a scaling factor, which is 
equivalent to enlarging or reducing the model part to scale. The program ensures that all affected 
link positions are recalculated.
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Mirror Objects

FIGURE 73. Dialog Mirror Object

select object / Menu / Edit / Edit Object... / Mirror...
select object / right click on object / context menu / Edit / 
Mirror...

A mirroring in sonar is always a mirroring on a main plane. There is no point mirroring and no 
mirroring on inclined planes. Like the 'Resize' dialog, this dialog can also be applied to individual 
objects, object groups and entire models. Links between the objects are also mirrored.

Edit Extruded Line Arc Prism

Extruded line-arc contours have a special dialog for the editing process. In a previous chapter, we 
have already spoken in detail about this dialog and its application. 

select object / right click on object / context menu / Edit / 
Prism Contour...

This dialog is not intended to change the outline of an object on a larger scale or completely. 
Rather, this dialog is aimed at the user who wants to introduce so-called tolerance errors and 
corrections of this magnitude. The dialog allows you to move all lines and arcs of an existing 
contour to slightly change the boundary. If an element is moved in the dialog, the function also 
ensures that the connections to the adjacent elements are automatically restored.

Connections to other objects are not affected by this dialog. If the user deems it necessary to 
move certain links as a result of these changes, he must manually delete and reset them.
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FIGURE 74. Dialog 'Edit Extruded Line Arc Contour'  
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Rotate & Position Objects

In this chapter we will talk about editing objects in relation to their position and rotation in a 
model. So we are in the sonar_LAB program. The editing options in sonar_SIM are limited in this 
respect.

Positioning

Interactive Interactive translational movements with the mouse are possible in sonar_LAB in any view. The 
user grabs a boundary of an object with the mouse and moves it to another position. If the 
primitive body is connected to other objects, the entire connected chain of objects is moved 
simultaneously. If one of the objects in the connected chain of objects is attached to a fixed point, 
the program refuses to move it. However, objects in which the property "fixed in space" is set may 
be moved, they are simply anchored to the new destination in the further process.

Menu / Dialog In addition, there is a function for the translational movement of a selection of objects as follows:

Menu / Edit / Shift (Selection)...

Context Menu / Dialog If the user presses the right mouse button over an object boundary, the context menu opens. The 
following context menu command enables the user to enter the displacement of a single object 
(primitive) numerically. 

Context Menu / Edit / Rotation and Position...

macro In the following a few macro commands used for moving objects.

TRANSLATE OBJECT (O1 || SELECTION, ABSOLUTE || RELATIVE, dx,dy,dz)

TRANSLATE OBJECTGROUP (O1, ABSOLUTE || RELATIVE, dx,dy,dz)
TRANSLATE OBJECTGROUP (LAST_GROUP_NR, ABSOLUTE || RELATIVE,
                        dx,dy,dz)
TRANSLATE OBJECTSUPERGROUP (O1, ABSOLUTE || RELATIVE, dx,dy,dz)
TRANSLATE OBJECTSUPERGROUP (LAST_SUPERGROUP_NR, 
                        ABSOLUTE || RELATIVE, dx,dy,dz)
O1 : The object reference of an object in an object group or object supergroup.
LAST_GROUP_NR : the last object group created
LAST_SUPERGROUP_NR : the last object supergroup created.
x,dy,dz : displacement vector in the [cm-g-µs] system
|| This means 'or'.

Rotation

Interactive Simple primitive bodies can be rotated directly graphically and interactively in a view. If a 
primitive body is selected on the screen by clicking on it, it is displayed in the color 'magenta' and 
equipped with various anchor points, which among others also allow rotation with the mouse.
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Menu / DialogA dialog is also available for the rotation of a selection of objects. The user can freely select the 
pivot point in this dialog.

Menu / Edit / Rotate (Selection)...

Context Menu / DialogsWith the help of the so called context menu we get access to the same, already mentioned, 
dialogs.

Context Menu / Edit / Rotate...
Context menu / Edit / Rotation and Position...

macroand as with positioning a few macros for rotations

ROTATE OBJECT (O1, cx, cy, cz, wx, wy, wz)
ROTATE OBJECT (SELECTION, cx, cy, cz, wx, wy, wz) 

ROTATE OBJECTGROUP(O1, cx, cy, cz, wx, wy, wz)
ROTATE OBJECTGROUP(LAST_GROUP_NR, cx, cy, cz, wx, wy, wz)

ROTATE OBJECTSUPERGROUP(O1, cx, cy, cz, wx, wy, wz)
ROTATE OBJECTSUPERGROUP(LAST_SUPERGROUP_NR, cx,cy,cz, wx,wy,wz)

O1 : The object reference of an object in an object group or object supergroup.
LAST_GROUP_NR : the last object group created
LAST_SUPERGROUP_NR : the last object supergroup created.
cx,cy,cz : rotation centre in the [cm-g-µs] system
wx,wy,wz : Angle of rotation around the individual axes in [rad].

The simultaneous rotation around several axes (wx, wy, wz) in one and the same instruction obeys 
a certain scheme or sequence (Y->X->Z) with regard to the sequence. In order for a compound 
rotation around several axes to meet the user's expectations in order, it is a good idea to always 
resolve rotations around several axes into several statements, so that each statement only 
executes one rotation around a specific axis at a time. The following example first rotates the 
object number 17 by -90° around the Z axis and then by 30° around the X axis (center of rotation = 
origin).

ExampleROTATE OBJECTGROUP(O17, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, -1.570796)
ROTATE OBJECTGROUP(O17, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0.523598, 0, 0)
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Restricting the Movement of Objects in 
Simulations

Freeze rotation axes

FIGURE 75. Dialog 'Edit Object Properties'

In the dialog 'Edit Object Properties' that we access after selecting an object with

Menu / Edit / Edit Object / Properties...

we see in the panel 'Physics (dynamic)' three checkboxes which are marked with 'Rotation 
Locked'. At this point, the user can freeze or block each individual rotation axis of an object. As a 
result, the axis in question no longer rotates. As an example we consider the gear wheel as shown 
in the dialog. By setting the two checkboxes 'X' and 'Y' the gear can only rotate around its 
displayed axis of rotation ('Z' axis) and is immune to so-called tilting moments which try to skew 
the gear in one of the other two axes 'X' and 'Y'. Blocked axes are simply skipped when 
recalculating angular velocities and angles. 

It is important to remember that the blocking of these rotations does not refer to the current 
rotation position of the objects in space, but to the so-called zero position in which the object was 
defined. In the case of rotational objects, the axis of rotation in this sense is always the z-axis, 
because the body of rotation was originally extruded in the direction of the Z-axis, even if it was 
immediately transferred to another position in the model. The three axes X, Y, Z in the dialog 'Edit 
Object Properties' always refer to the local coordinate system of the object.

The user can choose to freeze one, two or all three axes. The translational freedom of movement 
is not affected by these restrictions. 

Freeze all movements

An object can be absolutely fixed regarding its movements by activating the setting 'Fixed in Space 
(non relocatable)' in the dialog 'Edit Object Preferences'. As a result, both translational and 
rotational movements are prevented. However, the object continues to participate in the 
interactions and its interaction properties with respect to surface hardness and shock absorption 
remain unchanged.
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FIGURE 76. Dialog Edit Object Properties

This property is often needed where models have a solid base or background to which the rest of 
the model is attached. At the fixing points between the model and the background, for example, 
the force exerted by a running machine on the background can also be measured. Objects firmly 
anchored in space are usually impulse and energy sinks, because the impact components exerted 
on these objects during interactions do not result in impulse and energy changes (in the fixed 
object).

Alternatively, you could attach an object to fixed points instead. This would have the consequence 
that the forces during interactions would first be transferred to the fixed object and this could also 
carry out small deflections within the framework of the elastic connections to the fixed points. In 
the end, however, the impulse and energy components discussed would also be dissipated, this 
time simply at the fixed points themselves. However, if you are interested in measuring the forces 
on the fixed object, this procedure is sometimes more suitable than simply declaring the object to 
be fixed in space.

Stop movement

Sometimes you want to stop or reset the velocity and angular velocity of an object or all objects of 
the model. In sonar-SIM there is a function for both cases

Menu / Edit / Stop Movement of / all Objects
Menu / Edit / Stop Movement of / selected Objects

This resetting of movements is, of course, one singular event and not permanent. In the further 
course of a simulation, the affected objects can start moving again. They have simply made a 
stopover and are then accelerated again.

Calm Model 

A useful function that repeats the resetting the movement of all objects at periodic time intervals 
is the 'Calm' function. This can calm a model in the true sense of the word if unwanted 
interactions, for whatever reason, have caused a certain amount of unrest. By periodically 
resetting all movements, they are dampened and gradually come to rest, provided that the user 
sets the breaks of this process in appropriate time intervals. A good value for this time interval is a 
quarter period of the oscillation you want to dampen. Opening a graph before initiating this 
process can help find the correct value and monitor the entire damping process. 
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Connecting Objects (Links)

Introduction

Objects are connected with so-called links. Links are in principle and somewhat simplified spring 
damping elements. But links can do even more, they are used to implement the functions of the 
material models. Links therefore have an elastic-plastic behavior if these properties are activated. 
Links can break on overload or alarm to indicate that they are in a critical condition. So Links are 
elastic connections between objects. Consequently, objects that are connected to each other in 
this way can move relative to each other. At least as much as the spring or link constant allows. 
Ideally, these link constants are set so that the relative motion among the individual objects 
corresponds to what the real structure would elastically bend or stretch under the same 
conditions. Links however are not only elastic connections, but also joints. A single link between 
two objects is by itself equivalent to a ball joint. With two links we create a rotation axis between 
the objects. Only with three links which do not lie on a line, we reach a firm connection. Since all 
these link-connections lastly are elastic, the deflection resp. the force can be read continuously 
from them. We always know how big the forces are in the individual links or in combinations of 
links. After all, it really are the links that hold the objects together by exerting diametrically 
opposite forces on the corresponding object pairings during deflections of any kind and pulling 
them together again. A sonar model is nothing more than a large complex spring-mass-damping 
system.

We distinguish in sonar different link types and different link combinations. There are three basic 
types related to the individual links

• (N) Normal link
• (B) Bending link
• (T) Torsion link

Normal link 

A normal link can be imagined as a tension or compression spring. In the unloaded state, however, 
the spring or link has a length of zero. The two spring ends coincide in one point. Under load the 
link expands and gets a finite length. The force in the link is calculated as a function of the 
elongation as with a tension spring. In the simplest case, the link force is a homogeneous linear 
function, generally the sum of a linear and a quadratic term. Since the rest length of a normal link 
is zero, the link can act in all directions under an external load. In fact, two objects in a larger 
group will also be commuting chaotically around the common link center. The link force 'F' for link 
No. 'K' is calculated normally and in Hook's range of a material model for each spatial direction as:

Fk,i = C1,k · rk,i + C2,k · r2
k,i + Dk,i (rk,i , vk,i) (EQ 9)

F: Force
k: Link Index
C1, C2: linear and quadratic link constant
r: Link elongation
D: Damping term
v: relative radial velocity between the two link ends
i: spatial direction {x, y, z}

As soon as a material model leaves Hook's range, further terms are added depending on the 
model, which continuously reset the stress to the relevant stress-strain curve and thus perform 
plastic work.
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Bending link

If you connect two cylinders in alignment, so that together they form a cylinder twice as long, 
then one cylinder can be held and the other can be bent down, so that the two cylinder axles are 
later at an angle to each other. A bending link on the common contact surface of the two cylinders 
counteracts this bending. A bending link acts like a torsion or torsion spring whose wire ends look 
in the direction of the two cylinder axes. In the installation position, a bending link can already 
have a deflection. You define this angle in the corresponding link dialog.

Torsion link

If we imagine again two cylinders which meet in alignment, then a torsion link acts like a torsion 
spring whose windings are pushed onto one cylinder and which acts with one leg on the second 
cylinder. A torsion link can be assigned a torsion in the defined position so that a certain moment 
already acts in the installation position.

Link combinations

A bending or torsion link cannot exist on its own. Both links produce in their properties only 
torques on the two connected objects. But there is nobody there to make sure that the two 
objects are really held together at the place of the link. Only a normal link can do that. Therefore, 
the bending and torsion links are always installed as additional links on certain rotary axes. The 
normal links are the hinges and the bending link is the torsion spring in the hinge. Link 
combinations are therefore common and the normal case in sonar software. The following link 
combinations are available as a 'link package':

• NBT Link
• NNNN Link or CTR120 Link
• NNN Link or EXCL120 Link 
• NNB Link

The sonar software knows special link combinations which work in combination. The 
abbreviations already indicate how these combinations are put together. Thus the designation 
CTR120-Link means that the link consists of one central and three peripheral links which are 
arranged at an angle of 3 x 120° and a certain radial distance around the central link. In principle, 
these link combinations are not introduced because they make new calculations possible. All link 
combinations ultimately consist of the elementary three link types (N), (B) and (T). The advantage 
of these combinations lies more in the simpler creation and editing of model properties. The user 
is often confronted with the task of combining the properties of an object link in a meaningful 
way with regard to stretching, bending and torsion. In addition there are not only the three basic 
links which fulfil exactly these three tasks. You can often achieve the same goal with a different 
combination of links, which is sometimes better suited for a particular task. For example, wires 
that are strongly bent during a simulation are better connected to NNN or CTR120 links, which 
combined can also calculate all kinds of stretching, bending and twisting. In order to save the user 
the work of which link constants a CTR120 link has to get and how the individual links have to be 
arranged relative to each other in order to meet the desired bending requirements in their 
combination, the software takes over this work and makes entire link combinations available to 
the user. However, only entire assemblies from several objects are supported, which are to have 
certain physical properties together. Link combinations ultimately try to realize the interaction 
between the stress types stretching, bending and torsion by a suitable arrangement of the 
individual links of the group. The geometry of the objects is also taken into account. A simple 
example can be found in the manual 'Samples' where a wire with different possible connection 
types is created and edited. The user is of course always free to create a single connection 
between two objects using any combination of links of his own. 
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For editing individual links and link combinations, special dialogs are available that open 
automatically when the user double-clicks a link in the object tool. In these dialogs, the user 
always changes a link combination as a whole. The integrity of the link combination is thus 
preserved.

The effect of the link force

Actio = Reactio Regardless of how it is calculated, the calculated link force always and without exception acts 
diametrically opposite or with opposite signs equally on the two objects which the link connects. 
This satisfies Newton's law 'actio = reactio' and ensures the conservation of impulses in the 
system. The same of course also applies to the rotation links such as the bending or torsion link.

deactivation Links can be switched off directly or indirectly. Material models with activated fracture properties 
are able to deactivate links if a maximum load is exceeded. The links will not be deleted, but will 
be disabled. Deactivated links will be ignored when calculating the forces and their effect will be 
ignored. Seen this way, they are 'de facto', at least for the calculations no longer existent. The 
simulation can continue to run normally under these changed conditions. Often one even wants 
to know exactly what happens when certain connections break.

Delete links manually In principle, links can also be switched off manually by stopping the simulation, deleting a link and 
then continuing the calculations. Deleted links cannot be reactivated unless immediately followed 
by 'Undo'. Deleted links are definitely removed from the memory and the model file during the 
next backup process. Therefore, after such manipulations it is best to use a new filename to keep 
the old state of the model.

Create link

To create a new link, you have to tell the system which two objects should be connected and at 
which point this connection should be positioned. The function that sets the link always assumes 
that the two objects already have the correct relative position to each other. If this is not yet the 
case, the two objects must be moved to their correct relative positions beforehand. The two 
objects may also overlap without running the risk to explode due to high reaction forces. The 
reason for this is that with each link a bilateral interaction rule is set simultaneously and 
automatically, stating that the two objects in question should not interact. If, for whatever reason, 
the user does not want such a rule to be set, he must delete it again. 

Procedure for creating a 
link

Menu / Create / New Point...
Select object 1
Select object 2 with pressed 'shift' key
Select point with 'shift' key pressed
Menu / Create / New Link / Normal

Bending links and torsion links are created completely analogously, with the only difference that 
in the last step the respective menu command for creating the link is changed accordingly.
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Simulation

The sequence of a simulation for a cycle and a single object can be simplified as follows:

t : Time
b : Acceleration
v : Velocity
s : Position

FIGURE 77. a simulation cycle for a single object: time (t) -> time (t+dt)

Time step

A sonar simulation is performed iteratively in a sequence of small time steps. Within one time 
step, the complete calculations of the entire system are performed once. We call this a cycle. The 
time step, respectively the cycle is the heartbeat of an explicit system like 'sonar'. We are often 
asked by users of sonar software why the time step cannot be influenced. A typical question of 
this kind is as follows: 

• Why can't I, as a user, simply increase the time step if I want to accept a correspondingly less 
accurate calculation? For a first estimation, an inaccurate result would suffice if I got it faster 
instead. 

The answer is: This doesn't work with an explicit code like sonar. The reason for this lies in the 
numerical stability. The sonar software is based purely mathematically on the elementary 
Newtonian equations of motion:

Action = Reaction
Force = Mass · Acceleration (EQ 10)

Everything that happens in sonar during a simulation is ultimately explicitly attributed to these 
two elementary physical laws. For this reason sonar is called 'explicit code'. If in sonar two bodies 
touch, then not any formula is used which calculates from the impact vectors the resulting 
velocity vectors of the bodies after the impact. One could calculate it in the this way, but one 
would leave the laws of an explicit code. This would take us physically to another level. At this 
new level, other laws apply. So, in order to remain at the collision of two bodies, one would have 
to constantly calculate in advance which bodies possibly already collided during this 'longer' time 
step and would then have to calculate again afterwards the collision that took place in the 
meantime and correct the new velocity vectors accordingly and also recalculate the positions. 
However, this could lead to the consequence that the new trajectory of an object has already led 
to another collision, and so on. This can be quite complicated with a large number of objects at 
the end. With a small number of objects you can probably calculate faster with such a code. The 
larger the number of objects and the more dynamic a simulation becomes, the more the 
advantages shift in the direction of explicit code.

With an explicit code, each impact between two objects is resolved into a larger number of time 
steps. The total impact is therefore calculated in a sequence of elementary physical events. One 
by one, the following happens:
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Sometime during a running simulation the program detects that our two objects 'A' and 'B' 
collided during the last small time step. However, the collision depth is still very low thanks to the 
small time step. sonar' now does exactly what actually happens when two bodies collide. In the 
two objects, repulsive forces build up due to the deformation of the surface. These repulsive 
forces increase with increasing collision depth and vice versa, decrease again when the objects 
separate again. In sonar, the surface of the rigid bodies is not really deformed, but the repulsive 
forces behave physically exactly like reality, i.e. they are a function of the penetration depth. This 
can be a linear function or a function of higher order. After it has been established that the two 
objects 'A' and 'B' are about to penetrate each other, opposite repulsive forces are built up, which 
increase further after each time step until the maximum penetration depth is reached. This can be 
the case, for example, after forty time steps. Then the two objects gradually move away from 
each other again until they have completely separated from each other in about a hundred 
further time steps. 

FIGURE 78. The penetration depth as a function of time of a small object in an impact during a sonar 
simulation. The force function is similar.

Of course, this mathematical simulation of a collision only works as expected if a sufficiently high 
number of intermediate steps takes place during the impact duration so that the entire impact is 
processed virtually continuously. From these considerations it becomes clear that the time step 
must be chosen so small that even the hardest possible impact in a model is resolved sufficiently 
well into intermediate steps. This determines the maximum permissible time step for a model. Of 
course, other influencing variables are also taken into account when calculating the time step, 
which have an indirect effect on the shocks. This includes the mass of the objects, their maximum 
relative velocity, etc. In addition, the friction between the objects is also continuously calculated 
during the entire impact duration. In addition, the shock models generally have a hysteresis, i.e. a 
higher force acts when colliding than when releasing. In this sense, part of the collision energy is 
absorbed.

To finally return to our original concern, a too large time step would ultimately not work because 
a model with a too high time step, even if only slightly, explodes. You've read correctly. The model 
flies apart like a CAD explosion drawing, because numerical oscillations build up which cause the 
model to burst. You are sitting in front of a blank screen.

Critical factors of a simulation

time step The time step during a simulation is influenced by the following variables:

• surface hardness of the objects
• link Constants of the object connections

penetration depth of an object in a collision
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• Max. velocity of the objects
• Object dimensions

When determining or calculating the maximum permissible time step, the object that 'pulls down' 
or reduces the time step the most is always responsible. For example, if object 27 is responsible 
for the current time step, then it does not help if the surface hardness of any other object is 
softened. The properties of the responsible object may have to be changed. The objects 
responsible for the current time step are displayed in the 'Simulation Parameters' window during 
a simulation. 

In principle, however, it is possible to increase the time step...

• by softening the interaction constant of the objects. As a result, the objects penetrate deeper 
into each other during collisions. This also increases the shock duration.

• by softening the link constants of the object links. As a result, the amplitude of the relative 
internal oscillations between the connected objects increases and the corresponding 
oscillation frequency decreases.

How this happens in detail will be discussed later.

computing effortThe computational effort or the absolute computation time to achieve a certain simulation goal is 
influenced by the following variables

• Number of objects
• Number of interactions to be calculated per cycle. 
• This in turn has something to do with the interaction rules and interaction settings as defined 

by the user. The user can influence the number of calculations by setting the interaction 
settings of the objects in such a way that only those encounters are calculated that are 
actually able to interact. We'll come back to that later.

• The complexity of objects.
• The interaction of a complex line-arc contour, such as that of a gear wheel, takes longer than 

the collision of two spheres.
• The refresh rate on the screen (updates per second).
• For a simulation that takes hours it is not necessary to refresh all model windows with a 

refresh rate of 10 or 30 frames per second. A reduction of these updates can significantly 
improve the computing power of the software.

• time step
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Forces on objects

Overview

As an explicit code in sonar everything ultimately functions via forces. First of all, we list all 
possible forces and then go into every kind of force in detail. In particular, we also talk about how 
these forces are generated or adjusted and activated. Many of these forces are ubiquitous and are 
automatically calculated without the user noticing much of them. With the following explanations 
the user gets some additional information about the 'nature' of these forces and what role they 
play in the software.

FIGURE 79. A selection of forces on an object. External moments are not shown.

Internal forces • RS: elastic-plastic impact forces, collision forces
• RS: Contact forces
• RT: Friction forces
• L: Link forces (object connections)
• V: Viscosity

External forces • FE: constant external forces and moments on individual objects
• G: Adjustable rectified constant gravitational field (laboratory scale)
• G: bilateral gravitational forces (for astronomical dimensions)
• FP: Point curves (manually definable)
• FE: external point curves (data files)
• FC: Control systems with math. formulas
• FS: sonar script (control system)

Elastic-plastic impact forces

Shock forces are caused when objects collide. In the simulation program sonar, these forces are 
absolutely central, because all impacts are played through explicitly. As mentioned elsewhere, the 
paths the two colliding spheres take after a collision are not calculated on the basis of the 
trajectory of the spheres before the collision and the angular ratios of the encounter. Each impact 
is played through explicitly with the elementary Newtonian equations of motion in a larger 
number of calculation cycles (see chapter 'Simulation').
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However, the user is in a position to determine how the physical influencing variables of a shock 
should be. In this sense, it determines object-specific properties such as

• surface hardness of the objects
This influences the penetration depth of the two objects.

• The ratio between absorbed and reflected energy at impact
This property leads to a hysteresis of the impact forces

• the coefficient of friction during the impact (see following chapter).

The first two properties, the surface hardness and the energy absorbed during impact, can be set 
individually for each object in the Properties dialog. In the "Preference" dialog he can change the 
valid default values of these properties. The "Properties" dialog can be called from the main menu 
as well as from the context menu.

Select Object / Menu / Edit / Edit Object / Properties...
Select Object / click right mouse button on Object / Edit / 
Properties...

FIGURE 80. Dialog Object Properties with the selected tab "Interaction".

The dialog has several pages or panels that can be selected by clicking on the corresponding tab. 
In the displayed panel "Interaction" the following properties are set from top to bottom:

• Interaction Const. 
The interaction constant determines the surface hardness of the object. The user can set this 
value roughly qualitatively using terms like soft and hard etc. or enter any value. The 
interaction constant has the dimension of a spring constant. The higher the numerical value, 
the harder the interaction becomes. A good initial value is always 'hard' or 'hard to very hard', 
i.e. values in the range (0.01...0.1). However, these values are too high for micromechanical 
parts such as those found in a mechanical wristwatch. There, one would select values in the 
range of 1.0E-4. The sonar software sets a correspondingly calculated standard value based on 
the object mass when creating an object. It's usually good for an average model.
Furthermore, it does not help to philosophize about what the interaction constant is 
physically and how to calculate and set corresponding values in a given model. The user must 
develop a feeling for which values are ultimately suitable for his models. However, it is a good 
idea if the user takes a simple collision model and plays around with it by trying out different 
values and observing their effect. In the object collection for sonar software you will find a 
suitable simple model with instructions.

• Interaction Method
In the relevant pop-up menu, the system suggests a few default settings, such as 'E/P : 10/90', 
etc. This expression means: elastic part of the impact = 10%, plastic part = 90%.
By the way, this setting is a good average value that you should always use when you are in 
general mechanical engineering. The user can very easily determine a corresponding value 
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himself by, for example, dropping a steel ball from a height of one meter onto a steel base and 
roughly measuring how high the ball jumps back. He then repeats this experiment in sonar 
and changes the settings of the elastic or plastic part until there is agreement with the 
experiment. The user must ensure that he also sets the values for the base plate accordingly 
and not just for the sphere alone. In the case of impacts, the softer object dominates the 
behaviour. A falling piece of bread dough is never reflected back, as hard the ground may be. 
The same goes for a steel ball that falls into the bread dough. 

Contact forces

We speak of contact forces when two objects are pressed against each other by external forces 
without losing the contact. An object which lies motionless on another body due to gravitational 
force would be such an example. In a resting mechanism there are usually many contact forces.

The contact forces are treated and calculated exactly the same as the impact forces. Since shocks 
are mostly damped by the hysteresis property, they can automatically become contact forces 
after decay. A mechanism at rest has constant contact forces. In sonar such a state of equilibrium, 
if there is one, sets itself up automatically. In conjunction with this, the resulting contact forces 
are automatically adjusted. This in turn is a direct consequence of the fact that sonar is an explicit 
code and everything runs through the forces. If we place an object on top of another object, 
which in turn lies on a fixed table, then the top object will penetrate the underlying object thanks 
to the gravitational force until the reaction force equals the weight of the top object. Once this 
has happened, this interaction gradually comes to rest with a barely discernible decaying 
vibration and balance prevails. It is the same process as it actually happens. You may now object 
that the two objects do not penetrate each other in reality. That may be so, but the surfaces of 
the two objects are actually a little deformed or crushed or flattened or whatever you like to call 
it. This also happens until a balance of forces has been achieved. And the amount of this 
deformation is about the same as the penetration depth in our simulation. In the end, the whole 
thing amounts to the same thing.

FIGURE 81. A steel ball is resting on a base. In reality (left) there is a deformed area at the contact point 
which is distributed between the two objects. On the right the simulation is shown with rigid bodies 
penetrating into each other. For reasons of clarity, the overlap between the two objects is overdrawn.

Contact forces are solely controlled by the program and cannot be directly influenced by the user.

Friction forces

Friction occurs when two bodies that come into contact with each other have different tangential 
velocity values along their contact surface. This is the way the friction is calculated in sonar. As an 
impact is always resolved into a larger number of calculation cycles, the tangential velocity 
difference and the normal force are constantly recalculated during the impact and transferred to 
the two objects involved by means of corresponding moments. This means that in this sense, the 
friction between objects is also considered very precisely.

The vectorial velocity difference at the contact point determines the direction in which the 
friction acts. The amount of friction can be calculated in different ways from the normal force at 
the same point. The simplest and standard implementation is a friction proportional to the 
normal force. Non-linear coefficients of friction are also possible.
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The user has access to the coefficients of friction as follows. First of all, the setting of the so-called 
global friction should be of interest. It is the general friction that applies to all objects for which 
nothing else has been specified.

Menu / Ext. Forces / Edit Global Friction...

FIGURE 82. Dialog Global Friction

The user either sets the friction coefficients manually by entering the corresponding values in the 
two uppermost input fields or makes suggestions for these values using the options below.

If these generally valid values are set, it is possible to set other values for certain objects or object 
pairs. These then have a higher priority than the general values for the objects concerned. We 
differentiate between unilateral and bilateral friction coefficients. The bilateral values apply, as 
the name suggests, to a very specific pairing of objects and only to these two combination. If one 
of the two objects collides with a third object, the general global coefficients of friction apply 
there again. Finally, the unilateral coefficients of friction apply to a specific object and to all 
contacts that this object will make. As an example one could consider the sprocket of a machine 
chain, which has got a unilateral friction. As a result, all chain links and chain pins that come into 
contact with this sprocket will benefit from this setting.

Menu / Ext. Forces / Edit Uni-/Bilateral Friction...

FIGURE 83. selecting two objects opens the Dialog Bilateral Friction 
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FIGURE 84. selecting just one object opens the Dialog Unilateral Friction

Link forces

Objects that have been connected to each other are connected together via so-called links. A link 
is attached like a spring with both ends to two different objects. On the left are spring damping 
elements with a rest length of zero. The virtual spring, which can be imagined at the place of the 
link, therefore has no length in the unloaded state and consists of one point. Only under load the 
link gets an extension. This extension represents the elastic elongation of the connection under 
load. The force in a link is calculated as

FLink = c1 · dL + c2 · dL2 + D(dL, L/t) (EQ 11)

c1 and c2 are the so-called link constants, which determine the stiffness of the link. dL is the 
elongation of the link. Finally, the term 'D' is a damping function.

Link forces can be recorded during a simulation and provide information about the 'internal' 
stresses in a larger object composed of several primitive bodies. A simple example of this is a wire 
from a chain of cylinders. During a simulation, the user can color display the dynamic stress 
distribution in the wire and record it in EXCEL format for later analysis. 

If one imagines a larger compound of objects which are all connected with links, then there are 
these links which transmit the forces from one object to the next. This happens in a completely 
analogous way, as in a chain of impacting spheres, where the forces are transmitted via the 
surface contacts. In both cases, with linked or impacting objects, the movement is forwarded from 
one object to the next via virtual springs. In principle, this is also the way in which the physics of 
such processes takes place in reality. If a force is exerted at the end of a linked chain, it takes some 
time until the object at the other end of the chain feels something of it. The propagation of the 
signal takes place at the velocity of sound of the material concerned. And the velocity of sound 
again has something to do with the stiffness of the medium and the connections. This is where 
the modulus of elasticity comes in. When setting the link constants, the young modulus must 
therefore be taken into account, then the sound velocity of the signal propagation automatically 
adjusts itself correctly. We will talk about the connection between link constant and young 
modulus and how to calculate the link constant from the young modulus.

In addition to the previously discussed links for tensile stresses, sonar also knows so-called 
bending and torsion links. When used in combination, these three link types can calculate all 
possible relative movements between two objects. Each link type has its own link constant. In 
other words, the stiffness of these links can be set independently of each other.
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Viscosity

Viscosity properties can only be considered in sonar if a so-called particle cluster has been 
generated. In principle, particles behave like normal objects, with the difference that they have a 
simpler data structure. Particles are simple primitives of the sphere type with a reduced data set. 
Particles cannot occur alone. They are always created as a cluster in a larger number. However, 
particles have group properties such as viscosity which affects the entire group of particles. They 
are properties which have no meaning for the single item but always concern the group as a 
whole and only occur in the group. They are therefore properties that are distributed over several 
particles. 

A basic method of measuring viscosity is to record the force between two parallel plates which 
deforms the medium trapped between them with the shear effect. This method can also be set up 
and simulated as a sonar model. By comparing the shear forces, model and reality can be directly 
adjusted to certain materials. Access to the dialog for setting the viscosity is via :

Menu / Modules / Module Particle / Edit Viscosity...

FIGURE 85. Dialog Edit Viscosity 

A more detailed description of all viscosity settings in this dialog exceeds the purpose of this 
tutorial and will be discussed elsewhere. 

Constant external forces

If necessary, a constant external force in the form of a fixed force vector can be applied to each 
object. These are forces that do not rotate with the object, but have a certain direction and a fixed 
value in relation to the fixed coordinate system. These are forces that always pull an object in the 
same direction, regardless of how the object moves and rotates.

External forces are entered in the dialog for the object properties.

Select Object / Menu / Edit / Edit Object / Properties...
Select Object / click right mouse button on Object / Edit / 
Properties...
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FIGURE 86. Dialog Edit Object Properties with the selected tab 'ext. Forces'

In addition to translational forces, torques can also be defined here that act on the centre of 
gravity like translational forces. The torque vector is perpendicular to the plane of rotation in 
which it acts.

Rectified const. gravitational field

As long as we carry out our simulation experiments on a laboratory scale, we can confidently 
regard the gravitational field as constant and rectified. However, this does not mean that we only 
want to calculate with a certain gravitational force. It should also be possible to carry out an 
experiment on the moon or the moon of Mars Deimos and to calculate with the local conditions 
concerned. It should even be possible to determine simulation-technical differences of a 
mechanism at different positions on our planet. A pendulum clock would be an example of such 
an experiment. How much does a pendulum clock in Washington go before or after an identical 
clock in Berlin? Also of interest are experiments in a so-called micro-gravity field, such as those 
carried out on board the Space Shuttle or the ISS. 

Access to the Edit Gravity dialog is as follows:

Menu / Ext. Forces / Gravitation (Laboratory)... 

FIGURE 87. Dialog Edit Gravity (laboratory scale)

In this dialog the user sets a gravitational field with respect to magnitude and direction. The 
direction is a vector in 3-dimensional space, the amount can either be entered manually or 
selected from a menu list. By default you should use the setting 'Earth Standard'. The checkbox 
above the 'ok' key switches the gravitational field on and off. 
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A constant gravitational field exerts a constant acceleration on all objects of a model, 
independent of the mass and position of the objects concerned. 

Central gravitational field

For simulations on an astronomical scale, the central gravitational field can be switched on. 

Menu / Ext. forces / Gravitation (Central) / Set (for all objects)
Menu / Ext. forces / Gravitation (Central) / Set (for selected 
objects)

The gravitational forces are calculated bilaterally according to Newton by interacting each object 
(i) with each other object (j). 

Fij = k · (mi - mj) / rij
2 (EQ 12)

FIGURE 88. central gravitational field

The total gravitational force on the object (i) is then calculated as

Fi = k ·  ((mi - mj) / rij
2) (EQ 13)

The second variant (Set for selected objects) may be used to optimize the computing power. In 
certain models it is not necessary to calculate all bilateral gravitational forces. An example of this 
is the simulation of the trajectory of 1000 satellites flying around the earth. In this case, it is 
sufficient to switch on the central gravitational force of the Earth, because the force of attraction 
between the satellites themselves can be neglected. Instead of half a million, only 1000 forces per 
cycle have to be calculated, which makes a significant difference.
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Control Systems

Point curves

In this context, a point curve is initially a variable function defined by a series of points. Successive 
points are connected in pairs by lines and automatically linearly interpolated during readout. The 
following figure shows such a function consisting of only three points. At the top left of the dialog 
the curve is visible as an image, at the bottom right it is numerically visible in the table. This dialog 
manages simple point curves with up to 64 points. If the number of points exceeds this value, we 
switch to the so-called external point curves as they are treated in the next section. 

FIGURE 89. Dialog Point Curve

This dialog is therefore intended for simpler point curves, because the administration of a very 
large number of points with the simple means of this dialog no longer makes sense. A simple 
math. Function as shown in the dialog above, e.g. could be the velocity. resp. the angular velocity 
of a drive-motor of a mechanical system as a function of time. The motor starts up gradually and 
then rotates at a constant speed. This would be an example of a so-called forced movement of an 
object if the function refers to a corresponding axis of rotation. The assignment of a function is 
generally done as follows:

• -Selection of an object in the model (sonar-LAB)

Menu / Control Systems / New Point Curve...

• key 'create curve...' [New]
• In the dialog header, select the unit system that corresponds to the data to be defined.
• define the variables for abscissa (x) and ordinate (y) (pulldown menus)
• Enter points for x and y and press the [Set New Point] key.
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• To change a point, select it in the list, change it in the x, y fields and press the [Replace Point] 
key.

• A point is deleted with a selection in the list & [Delete Point].

Note that for a correct graphical representation of the curve in the graphic, you must set the value 
range in the x-direction yourself. To do this, enter the minimum and maximum value of the value 
range in the corresponding fields directly below the graphic.

All other controls and input options in the dialog are self-explanatory. This includes the activation 
of the curve, to which further objects the point curve may be applied and in which spatial 
direction the effect is to be performed (effect vector). 

The simulation software sonar determines the current function value of each point curve during a 
running simulation in each calculation cycle and evaluates it accordingly. If a point curve yields an 
acceleration, a force, an angular acceleration or a torque as a result, these values are 
superimposed on the other forces and moments that may affect the object in question. The 
superposition principle applies. This means in particular that the collision forces continue to 
function. However, if a point curve calculates a velocity, an angular velocity, a position or an angle 
as the result, then the object in question is forced to move. Other forces, which may affect the 
object in question, are then ignored. If the point curve says that the object now has this or that 
velocity, then it makes no sense to calculate at the same time the velocity it would have without 
this point curve. The object cannot obey both calculations. The point curve has the higher priority. 
Other objects that are not controlled by this point curve, however, still bounce off the object 
being forced to move physically correctly. However, these collisions do not influence the 
movement of the object being forced to move.

In the case of forced movements, the impulse of the overall system is not conserved. The same 
applies to energy. One can imagine this in such a way that force must be constantly applied to the 
forced movement in order not to lose or gain any kinetic energy in collisions. On the other hand, 
the impulse change of the forcibly moved object, which is necessary for the forced movement, is 
supplied or dissipated from outside. These forces lastly are external forces, which are fed into 
system or flow off that way. To return to the drive motor mentioned at the beginning, this motor 
draws its energy from outside and feeds it into the system to be simulated. In reality this would be 
e.g. the electrical energy which the motor takes up from the power supply.

External point curves

As already indicated in the last section, a point curve changes into an external point curve if there 
exist a lot of points. An external point curve can record up to 212 = 4096 points in the current 
implementation. In this case, the points are no longer managed in the dialog itself, but externally 
in another program. As a rule, this other program is a spreadsheet program such as EXCEL. No 
matter which program it is, the user saves the two-column data in text format and can load this 
text file afterwards with the dialog 'External Point Curve'. The procedure with this dialog is 
therefore partly different from that with simple point curves:

• -Selection of an object in the model (sonar-LAB)

Menu / Control Systems / New External Point Curve... 

• -> the dialog is opened
• key 'create curve...' [New]
• Use the [Load Data (text file)] key to open a file. The data is then filled into the list field and 

becomes visible. At this moment, however, the program does not yet know in which unit 
system the data are to be interpreted.

• Define the Unit System. 
• The data can be defined in advance in an external program in a unit system that knows the 

sonar software (m_kg_s, cm_g_µs, cm_g_s). After loading the data, the user can define the 
corresponding unit system in the dialog with the 'pulldown' menu 'Unit System', without 
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having to convert the data in the list field. Later, when the control system is opened again with 
the dialog, a change of the unit system automatically causes a corresponding conversion of 
the existing data in the list field. A change of the relationship (data values - unit system) is 
then no longer possible. You'd have to reload the data.

• define the variables for abscissa and ordinate (pulldown menus)

FIGURE 90. Dialog External Point Curve

The deletion of whole point curves of a model is not done in these two dialogs but outside them 
by selecting a point curve in the 'Object Tool' and deleting it with the menu command 'Clear'.

Control system with math. formulas (sonar-SIM)

In contrast to the last section, where you defined a function as a point curve, here you define a 
curve as a mathematical function. This is another way of entering the functional behavior of a 
state variable. With point curves, you can trace any conceivable course without restrictions. With 
mathematical functions one is rather restricted in this relation, but the definition is perhaps more 
exact and follows better the desired curve. A sine function is definitely easier to define using a 
formula than using a point curve. Which method is better in a given case depends on the problem 
at hand. 

• sonar-SIM / Selection of an object in the model

sonar-SIM / Menu / Controlsystem / New Control System (by Formula) 
-> the dialog is opened
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FIGURE 91. Dialog Control System by Formula

This dialog is operated according to the following scheme: 

1. think about which of the available formulas in the list on the far right best meets your needs. 
Please note that not all coefficients of the written formula have to be used. Individual 
coefficients (a, b, c) may also be set to zero. This extends the range of formulas by one factor.

2. The best way to understand the process is with an example. Let's assume that we wanted to 
set the torque on a drive axle in such a way that a constant torque plus an angle-dependent 
deviation acts sinusoidally. So a torque with a constant value which is superimposed by a sine 
wave

3. M = a + b * sin(c * t)
in our table there is the formula a · sin(bx) + c which in principle represents the same.

4. in the formula y = a · sin(bx) + c the coefficients related to our application would have the 
following meaning:

x : the variable value. This is the angle of the object in question.
y : the calculated function value -> the torque of the object in question
c : constant value = basic torque
a : Amplitude of the superimposed sinusoidal oscillation
b : is set to 1, because the frequency of the disturbance corresponds to the rotation frequency of the axis.

5. Now we know what we want and select in dialog one after the other:
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
-> The Meter-Kilogram-Seconds System (m-kg-s System)
-> Formula = the formula we want to use
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
-> Chanel = OUTPUT
-> Group = Object
-> Object = (the object which should get the torque)
-> Variable = Moment of Force
-> Component = Z
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
-> Chanel = X (Input)
-> Group = Object
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-> Object = (the object which should supply the angle)
-> Variable = Angle
-> Component = Z
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
-> Coefficients a = 0.1
-> Coefficients b = 1.0
-> Coefficients c = 0.02
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

The formula you have put together is displayed in its entire length in the lower part of the dialog. 
You are free to change the individual parts of the formula by entering them again. The formula 
can also be changed later at any time if a coefficient proves to be unsuitable.

If you want to write an additional function for the same object, this is no problem. In this case, 
you simply define another control system with a different formula. The two formulas do not 
interfere with each other. They are evaluated individually during a simulation. The effects are 
simply superimposed. This allows you to package more complex functions into several formulas. If 
these formula-control-systems however become much more complex, then probably sonar-script-
control-systems are more convenient.

Control system with sonar script (sonar-SIM)

Another way to create a control system is with the sonar script language. In last consequence, 
quite complex control systems are possible, because practically arbitrarily long control systems 
can be written with it. If we want to define the formula of the last section with sonar script, it 
looks like this:

CONTROLSYSTEM RotationSpeedControl 
-- comment: Formula y = a · sin(bx) + c as sonar script code
-- (a = 0.1, b = 1.0, c = 0.02)

SET VALUE(MOMENT_FORCE_EXT.Z(o1)=1.0E-6*SIN(ANGLE.Z(o1))+2.0E-7)
-- end of control system

Attention the variables and coefficients are entered in the so called [cm g µs] unit system. You see 
the formula used in the 'Control System by Formulas' dialog, for example, in this System unit, if 
you switch from the [m kg s]- to the [cm g µs] system after creating the formula.

A sonar script is a pure text file that can be prepared with any word processing program. The 
Windows text program 'Editor', which is supplied with every Windows system, is well suited for 
this purpose. A sonar script is called directly from the sonar-SIM menu:

sonar-SIM / Menu / Controlsystem / Sonar Script / 
Open Controlsystem...

FIGURE 92. Display of a control system in a separate window
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The opened file is displayed in a separate window with the name 'Control System'. The operation 
of this system is still done in the menu where we called up the file. The next step is to activate this 
control system using :

Menu / Controlsystem / Sonar Script / Activate Controlsystem

If the control system has been successfully activated, this command is checked in the menu. 
Another possibility to control the activation of the control system is the 'Simulation Parameters' 
window which, among many other settings, also displays an activated sonar script control system 
with a bright dot. Only activated control systems do their work during a simulation.

It is permissible to make changes to a control system directly in the displayed window and, if 
desired, to save them afterwards. However, the reference text used by the control system during a 
simulation is always what is written in the 'Control system' window and not what is stored in the 
associated file.

The use of sonar script as control system language is a powerful tool, which offers many 
possibilities which we don't want to go into here. Only the following keywords should be 
mentioned

• Execution control and control program (simulation stop under certain conditions, events or 
model states)

• dynamic modification of physical variables during simulation
• dynamic or event-driven modification of geometric dimensions of objects or fixing points.
• Possibilities for the controlled optimization of mechanisms with regard to design, energy 

consumption, track, etc.

Stop simulation (sonar-SIM)

FIGURE 93. Dialog Simulation Stop Condition

In many cases, one simply wants to be able to say that the simulation should stop when a certain 
simulation time is reached. The upper part of the dialog is intended for this task. Below this, the 
user has the option of specifying further termination criteria. For example, it is possible to 
arrange for the simulation to stop when a certain object has reached or exceeded a certain 
velocity or position.
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Velocity restriction (sonar-SIM)

FIGURE 94. Dialog Limit Object Velocity

In certain simulations, you may want to limit the velocity or angular velocity of a certain object. In 
this sense, the settings of the dialog intervene in the simulation if the defined condition is 
violated. As long as the value of the variable concerned does not exceed the limit, the setting has 
no influence.
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Interaction control

Introductory remarks

The collision control is largely automatic in sonar. You could simply define all objects in such a way 
that you stick to the idea that every object should collide with every other object if the objects in 
question meet. That works. For models with few objects this is often quite ok. The reason to 
introduce more advanced collision rules for more complex models comes solely from the need to 
increase the performance of the execution speed of the simulation. The potential to reduce the 
computing time with these means is considerable. 

The procedure to increase the performance of the interaction control in a software like 'sonar' is 
mainly based on the principle to exclude unnecessary calculations as fast as possible. So the first 
question is always: do we have to calculate this and that at all? Can two particular objects collide 
at all in the current situation? It is therefore always a matter of getting a negative statement with 
as simple a means as possible or with a simple calculation in order to avoid a more complex 
calculation. Only for object pairings for which there is an obvious probability that they will touch 
is the effort of a full collision calculation required.

The user can support this procedure to a large extent and increase efficiency by carrying out the 
appropriate presettings himself. Let us explain this with an example:

FIGURE 95. Interactions using the example of a pinball machine

Active and Passive objects

Let us assume that we want to build a simulation model of a pinball machine. Let us consider 
which objects or which parts can collide with each other. Let us concentrate on the following parts 
as examples:

• the ball
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• the two flippers at the lower end
• the impact islands in the middle of the upper area
• the outermost rectangular boundary where never a bullet gets there

What can collide with what?

• We find out, the ball all times is involved in collision
• The flippers can also collide, but only with the ball. 
• The same applies to the impact islands in the upper area. 
• But one flipper can never collide with the other flipper and certainly not with an impact 

island. 
• Finally, the outermost boundary never collides with anything else, not even with the ball.

In order to be able to consider such different interaction rules in a simulation model, 3 types of 
interaction properties were introduced. Each object in sonar can have one of the following three 
properties

• ACTIVE
• PASSIVE
• NO INTERACTION

Objects with the two properties ACTIVE and PASSIVE behave as follows:

ACTIVE Only the active objects 'actively' take care of any collision that may occur. Only they come up with 
the idea of checking whether they may have collided with another object. Active objects do this 
with all other objects, i.e. with all ACTIVE and all PASSIVE objects. Exceptions are the objects with 
the property NO INTERACTION, because they have already registered that they never want to 
collide anyway. 

PASSIVE The passive objects behave, as the name says, 'passively', i.e. they do not actively take care of a 
possible interaction with another object. They take the position that they are willing to collide 
with another object if they are asked to, but the other object has to take care of it itself, otherwise 
nothing happens.

Conclusion This behavior causes a collision to occur only if at least one of the two objects is ACTIVE. If both 
are ACTIVE, so much the better. But if both are PASSIV, then nothing happens. And if one of the 
two objects is even of type NO INTERACTION then nothing happens anyway, whatever the other 
object may be.

Let's get back to the pinball machine. A good choice for these properties would be as follows:

• ball = ACTIVE
• flippers = PASSIV
• Impact islands = PASSIVE
• outermost boundary = NO INTERACTION

With these rules, the simulation software can reduce its collision control to an absolute minimum 
and only check those object pairs for a possible collision for which there is any possibility at all 
that they might collide. By assigning one of these interaction properties to each object, the user 
helps in a first step to reduce the computational effort during simulation. However, the user must 
make these interaction settings himself, because primitive bodies are always set to ACTIVE by 
default when they are created. 

An interaction property is set for an object as follows:
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select object -> Menu / Edit / Edit Object / Properties... / 
Interaction / Interaction Mode

select object -> context menu / Edit / Properties... / 
Interaction / Interaction Mode

FIGURE 96. Dialog 'Edit Object Properties' with the 'Interaction' tab selected

with the popup-menu 'Interaction Mode' the desired interaction behaviour (active, passive, no 
interaction) can be set for the selected object.

Bilateral interaction rules

It often happens that a user cannot consistently make his settings on a simulation model with the 
three settings discussed above (ACTIVE, PASSIVE, NO INTERACTION), because there are individual 
parts which cannot be forced into this scheme or form an exception which prevent these settings. 
For this purpose there are so-called bilateral rules which solve exactly this problem. The user can 
make the original settings as desired with the three interaction rules and, where there are 
exceptions, so-called 'bilateral interaction rules' are set. A bilateral rule, as the name suggests, 
only applies to a single object pairing and can be set individually. The general interaction rules 
remain set and used in both objects, they are only overridden for a special object encounter with 
a new bilateral rule with higher priority. 

The procedure for setting a bilateral interaction rule is as follows: 

select 2 objects
Menu / Interaction / Edit Bilateral Rule...
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FIGURE 97. Dialog Edit Bilateral Interaction Rule. In this dialog, balls are always represented, but this does 
not mean that the objects in question are also balls.

The user determines with a high priority whether two selected objects should interact with each 
other or not. The left half of the dialog is for information only and explains the standard 
interaction rules. The upper right half of the dialog shows the previous standard settings of the 
two objects. This is to help determine whether a bilateral rule is necessary at all. 

Automatically set 
bilateral rules

If two objects are linked together, then a bilateral interaction rule is always automatically set for 
these two objects, which states that the two objects should not collide with each other. Usually 
this is okay, because objects which are linked to each other often overlap each other. Otherwise, 
in the vast majority of cases, the user would always have to set these rules manually, which would 
be cumbersome. Conversely, if the user wants an automatically set rule to be overridden again, he 
can simply delete the rule again.

The 'Delete obsolete 
interaction rules' 
function

When building a model, bilateral rules are often automatically set where they would actually be 
obsolete. For example, if two passive objects are linked together or if one of the two objects is set 
to the 'no interaction' property. Unnecessary rules of this kind do not disturb immediately and are 
often left ignored. In models with a very large number of objects and correspondingly many 
bilateral interaction rules, however, these obsolete rules have a negative effect on the simulation 
performance. The use of the following function removes all unnecessary bilateral interaction 
rules. The function should preferably not be used until the very end of a model creation process, 
when it has been ensured that all interaction settings have reached their final state.

Menu / Interaction / Delete All Obsolete Bilateral Rules

Interaction rules with names

Interaction rules may also be adopted in groups. The user chooses the names of his objects in 
such a way that he can then relate them to each other according to his own ideas. In sonar-Lab 
the following dialog opens with :

Menu / Interaction / Edit Rules by Name...
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In the upper part of the dialog, the user is shown all the names assigned to his model twice. By 
selecting a name from each of these two lists, the user defines a name group that is to be 
assigned a specific interaction property. But the dialog offers even more. In addition, the selected 
group can be restricted with regard to its direction of action. In the middle of the dialog there is a 
'popup-menu' which allows the selection of the actual interaction rule. Here the user cannot only 
say yes or no to a possible interaction of the selected pairings, he has the further possibilities: 
'Yes, but only RADIAL' or 'Yes, but only AXIAL'. The lower half of the dialog shows an overview of 
all defined settings, whereby these rules can also be activated or deactivated individually at the 
left edge of the list. 

FIGURE 98. Dialog 'Edit Interaction Rule by Name' as it appears in sonar-LAB

The sonar-SIM program contains the same dialog with limited possibilities. It is not possible to 
add or delete rules there, but it is possible to change or activate existing rules.

FIGURE 99. Dialog 'Edit Interaction Rule by Name' in sonar-SIM
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Interaction control sequence

FIGURE 100. The process of decision making for interaction control

In the actual simulation program, the decision process as to whether two particular objects 
interact with each other takes place according to the scheme shown. The process runs from top to 
bottom and the sequence can be left on any line if a definite decision has been made on that line. 
The topmost questions in the scheme have the highest priority. If they have already produced a 
result, the process is not continued. Otherwise, other tests, including those with lower priority, 
will be used. This continues until the lowest line is reached in the outermost case, which then 
classifies an interaction as not given.

Rule Conflicts If there's a conflict between the two rules. 

• Bilateral Interaction Rule
• Interaction Rule by Name

the way that the bilateral rule says 'no interaction' and the 'interaction rule with names' says e.g. 
'RADIAL', then the bilateral rule has the higher priority. In other words, in the example just 
described, there would therefore be no interaction because the bilateral rule so stipulates.

Conversely, if the bilateral rule says 'Interaction = Yes' and the 'Interaction rule with names' says 
'NO DIRECTION', then the first or bilateral rule is in principle obsolete, but it does not disturb 
because there is no contradiction. In this case, the bilateral rule says "from my point of view, 
interaction is allowed" and passes the decision to the next level below. This then decides with 'NO 
DIRECTION' that definitely no interaction takes place.
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Graphical representations (sonar-SIM)

Introductory remarks

New graphical representations can be opened and set at any time before or during a simulation. If 
a new graphic is to be created during a running simulation, we recommend stopping the 
simulation in the meantime.

sonar-SIM / Menu / Tool / New Graphic

FIGURE 101. Graphic Window with graphic representation of a variable as a function of time

Graphical representations can in principle represent any geometric and any physical variable of 
any type of object as a function of time or again as a function of another geometric or physical 
variable. In this sense not only the temporal development of a variable can be represented 
graphically, but the path of the movement of an object, to name only one example, can also be 
recorded. As an example, one could represent the x-coordinate of object (i) in X-direction and the 
y-coordinate of the same object in Y-direction. This together would give the projection of the 
motion path of object (i) on the X-Y plane. If one then, to continue this example, would do the 
same for the X-Z plane in another graph, then one would get together a complete information 
about the 3-dimensional spatial motion of the object.

Graphic Variables

The first task after opening a new graphic is to select the variables. What should be displayed? 
The graphic is operated via the graphic's own menu in the header of the graphic window. The 
menu consists of three names. The first name is 'Variable'. 

Graphic Menu / Variable / Set Variables...

This leads us to the following dialog:
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FIGURE 102. Dialog 'Set Variable' of a Graphics Windows

In this dialog, the user determines what is to be displayed in the graphic. We do this in two steps, 
once for the X-axis and then the same again for the Y-axis.

Step 1 In the first step we select the 'x' in the upper left corner of the dialog, which represents the x-axis. 
As soon as we have selected the 'x', the following list 'Object Type' is filled in. If we select 'Object' 
there, then all objects will be displayed in the next list, and so on. We'll do that until we get to the 
far right of the list. If this is the case, then the variable Selection for the x-axis is completed and in 
the symbolic graphic in the dialog everything that was selected is displayed.

Step 2 In the second step we repeat the procedure for the y-axis. Therefore we select the 'y' at the top 
left of the dialog and repeat the whole process until the selection of the y-axis is completed. Then 
we leave the dialog with 'ok'.

The function of the graphic

If the variables of a graphic to be displayed are selected, the graphic functions largely 
automatically. The graphic no longer needs to be activated elsewhere. As soon as the simulation is 
running, the graphic wakes up from its sleep and displays what the user has intended for the 
graphic. The scaling of the graphic is done automatically. Whenever a curve exceeds the edge of 
the graph while drawing in the Graphics window, it is rescaled. Thus, the graphic always strives to 
display the entire graphic curve and vice versa, to make optimum use of the space available to it.

The size of the graphics may be changed at will on the screen and their position may be shifted. 
All graphics are saved in their actual state when you save the model, including the displayed 
graphic curves. If a model with graphics is reopened later, the saved graphic windows are also 
reopened automatically, the graphic variables are known again and the display of the graphic 
curve in the graphic window is restored.

Data recording

With the previous procedure, the visual representation of the graphic curve in the graphic 
window is guaranteed, but this does not mean that this data is available to the user in numerical 
form. If the user wants to have these series of numbers available for later use, he must have them 
recorded. This activation of the recording must also take place before the simulation starts. A 
subsequent determination of the data is basically impossible. 
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Graphic Menu / Record / Record Data...

Two pieces of information shall be communicated to the system

1. How often, i.e. in what time interval, should the data be stored?   -> Record Frequency dialog
2. under which filename the data should be stored.   -> Standard File Dialog for saving files

FIGURE 103. Dialog Record Frequency

The dialog 'Record Frequency' is used to enter the repetition rate of the data recording. Normally 
we use a time-dependent criterion and press the radio button accordingly. Right next to it we set 
the time interval, e.g. '0.1' millisecond, or whatever you consider appropriate. As soon as you 
press the 'OK' key, the second dialog for entering the filename will open automatically. 

The data recording is now active and the system will then add a value pair of the relevant graphics 
window to the data file at the specified intervals. The resulting file ultimately consists of two 
columns, e.g. the time values in the first column and the associated velocity values in the second, 
if this pair of values has been selected for the graphic.

Graphic Reset

Graphic Menu / Display / Reset

The curve recorded during a simulation in the graphics window is reset and the image display in 
the graphics window starts again from the actual point in time. The use of this function would be 
conceivable, for example, if the curve in the graphic asymptotically approaches a maximum value 
and you want to see exactly how the values approach each other in the last phase. Because the 
reset of the graphic also rescales the scale, the y-scale to be observed has a better resolution after 
the 'reset'. 
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Film recordings (sonar-SIM)

Record Quicktime movies

Quicktime' is a film and video format from Apple. It was one of the first film formats on personal 
computers. In the future, sonar software will also offer other film formats. Quicktime is available 
in two versions.

• Quicktime Player
• Quicktime Pro

www.apple.com Both products can be downloaded from the Apple homepage. While the first one is free, the 
second one costs $30. We strongly recommend that you download this second PRO version as it is 
the only way to edit and compress your movies.

Quicktime is used in sonar to record simulations by periodically attaching images of the 
simulation event to a film. Later, when the simulation is finished, the movie will be compressed 
with the included Quicktime functions and if necessary cut together. Film recordings are a very 
important tool for the analysis of events. The recordings can be made in any 'slow motion' and 
concentrate on small sections of the model. The films can be combined with the data recorded by 
using the time stamps in the film.

FIGURE 104. film clip from a simulation of a protection system

Films are always produced in sonar in such a way that images of the same size are taken from the 
3D views of the model and transmitted to the film. Several film sizes are available to the user for 
the films to be created. If the user has several 3D views open on the screen, several films are 
produced accordingly. The frame rate and playback speed are determined by the user. The 
frequency of the image recording does not refer to the world time or the clock worn by the user 
on his wrist, but to the actual simulation time as displayed at the bottom of the screen in the 
status window. If a complete physical process, as shown in the picture above, takes one second, 
for example, the user would select a value of 1/300 second as the frame rate and generate a total 
of 300 images in this time of 1 second, regardless of how long the simulation process itself takes. 
The simulation can take several days for complex problems. In the end the user would have a film 
of 300 pictures which are played with a frame rate of 30 frames per second. Thus the collision of 
the car with the protection system, as shown above, would take ten seconds, which seems 
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reasonable. If the simulation is stopped in the meantime, then this has no influence on the film, 
because the film in this sense is based on the simulation clock on the screen, which also stops 
recording when the simulation is stopped.

Enter film formatThe film size is an input which is not saved with the model. We always enter the preferred film 
size before starting the simulation with the following dialog:

sonar-SIM / Menu / File / Quicktime Movie Preferences...

FIGURE 105. Dialog 'Movie Preferences' for movie format settings

During this process, the open 3D views on the screen are automatically rescaled to the entered 
format. You are allowed to adjust the sceneries in the movies afterwards as you like, but you 
should not change the window size of the 3D views anymore, because they are now adjusted to 
the movie size. You can also set the playback rate of the film here. You have four possibilities to 
set the number of frames per second (fps). 

Start movie recordingThe movie recording is set but not yet started. The recording is activated with the following 
command before the start of the simulation:

Menu / File / Start Recording Quicktime Movie

With this menu you will be presented with a standard file dialog where you enter the filename 
and location of the movie. If done, this command is deactivated in the menu and marked with a 
check mark. Now the movie recording is quasi released and activated. As long as you do not start 
the actual simulation, nothing happens. Only when the simulation is running and only as long as it 
is running, images are added to the film in the scheduled time intervals which refer to the 
simulation time. 

End movie recordingYou are free to stop the film recording while the simulation is still running. Most of the time you 
stop the movie recording when the simulation came to an end by using the command

Menu / File / Stop Recording Quicktime Movie
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This command definitely completes the movie and declares it finished. The film cannot be 
restarted afterwards. If the user still wants to add another sequel in a given case, he starts a new 
movie. Later, when compressing the film, he can also join several films together and produce a 
single film from them. 

Compress Quicktime movies

If a movie has been recorded as described above, it can already be opened and played with any 
Quicktime Player. The file size has not yet been compressed. The film should therefore still take up 
a lot of space on its data carrier. On the other hand, for the same reason, the playback might be a 
bit bumpy. Thirdly, and this is the most important point, we cannot yet cut, manipulate, assemble, 
etc. the film.

With the PRO version of Quicktime all this is possible. Quicktime PRO is a small minimal movie 
studio with which we can edit the movies we created with our simulations. The demands we place 
on our small film studio are quite different from the demands we place on someone who wants to 
edit films from video cameras. The films from simulations are in principle already perfect in terms 
of brightness, contrast, resolution etc., we just want to cut them together and above all compress 
them so that they can be played back quickly and take up little space.

FIGURE 106. An exemplary film recorded during a simulation (it is a filling process with tobacco particles).

In the following, we will briefly discuss what such a compression process looks like in our case. 
Let's assume that during a simulation we recorded a film as shown in the 640 x 640 pixel format 
and can open it with the Apple Quicktime PRO software.

FIGURE 107. Export an existing movie to another format
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The compression of a movie starts in the Quicktime movie menu with 'Export As', which brings 
the following dialog to the screen

FIGURE 108. Selection of a film format for the export of an existing film

In the dialog 'Export as...' a file name with the extension '. mov' is entered, the export format 
'Movie -> Quick Time Movie' is selected and the key [Option] is selected. This leads us on to the 
following dialog:

FIGURE 109. Quicktime dialog for selecting additional movie options

In this dialog we press the [Settings] button which brings the next dialog to the screen:
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FIGURE 110. Dialog for specifying the compression method and quality.

The last dialog shows entries that work well with sonar. Of course, you are free to test further 
settings and compare them with the resulting differences in the results. The compression type 
'H 264' seems to be important to us here, which seems to be suitable for technical and graphic 
films as they are created with simulations. When we return to the first dialog, where we entered 
the filename, the whole compression process is set in motion and after a few seconds or minutes 
we get a new, compressed film.

Make sure that the Quicktime movie consists of two files, a movie file and a depending resource 
file, before this whole compression process. These two files must not be separated from each 
other or renamed, but must always be moved together. By double clicking on the movie file, the 
movie also accesses the identical named resource file, which it expects next to itself. But once the 
film has been compressed, these restrictions are eliminated. The film is then an independent file 
and can be renamed and moved at will. The film simply has to keep the ending '. mov'.

For advanced users: Moving camera

Without further precautions, films with a certain fixed camera position are created during the 
simulations. All movements take place in front of our static eye. When setting the scenery before 
the simulation, you may even have to make sure that you don't get too close to certain parts with 
the camera, otherwise you'll lose them during the simulation. Of course it is possible to adjust the 
camera during a simulation and to adjust the image section of a 3D view. Since the movie function 
always adds the actual pictures of the views to the movie, the newest settings of the views are 
also always transferred to the movies. However, this kind of re-enactment isn't very nice when we 
watch the film later on. Jumps in films are mostly disturbing. Instead, you want the camera to be 
as smooth as possible in its transitions and pans. This is possible with sonar. With the function 
'Camera Movement' the entire movement of the camera can be programmed for the upcoming 
simulation. To program this camera movement is also very easy and intuitive to manage with the 
following dialog:

Menu / File / Quicktime Movie Camera Movement...
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FIGURE 111. Dialog Camera Movement

• In the first 3D view, the user sets a scene graphically and interactively.
• In the already open dialog 'Camera Movement' the user enters a corresponding time and 

presses [Store].
• this procedure (setting the scenery + entering the time) is repeated as often as desired with 

ascending time values.
• At the end, when all desired camera positions with the corresponding times have been 

entered, set the checkbox 'camera movement activated' and leave the dialog with [OK].

In most cases you get what you want with a few camera positions as shown in the dialog above.

The Camera Movement' function will later, at the given time, move to the first position when 
performing a simulation and will continuously interpolate the position and rotation of the camera 
to the second stored position until this position is reached. From the second position it continues 
in the same way to the third position and so on. If the last stored position is exceeded, the camera 
stops in this position and continues filming. With this way of programming, it is also possible to 
stay in one place for a certain time during a camera movement by storing the same position for 
two consecutive times.

The camera movement, as programmed with this dialog, is included in the model file when the 
model is saved. When reloading the model, however, the camera movement must be activated 
again with the relevant checkbox.
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Preferences

Program-specific settings

The 'Preference-File' is a file that stores the user-specific settings of the sonar environment in a 
central location. The access to the preference file is done via :

Menu / Edit / Preferences...

When the dialog is opened, the system accesses the following file:

C://sonarLab/Preferences/Preferences_0

If this file is not found, then the system creates a new preference file with the so-called default 
settings at the location where the file is expected.

FIGURE 112. Dialog 'Edit sonar Preferences' with the selected panel 'General'.

The location where the preference file is stored cannot be changed. The address is written again 
in the header of the dialog. However, the location of all other files can be entered in the 'Files' 
panel (see list in preference dialog).

All settings in this dialog are installation-specific. They refer to the computer on which sonar is 
installed.

Notes

In the following, we give some hints on a few setting options of the Preferences dialog.

Quaternions In the sonar-SIM program, we deal intensively with the rotation of objects within the program. 
The position of each object is generally determined by an object specific rotation matrix and a 
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translation vector. These variables change continuously during a running simulation. In view of 
the fact that a simulation usually goes through many millions of calculation cycles, some 
difficulties arise with the simple 3-dimensional matrices. On the one hand, drift effects are 
created numerically, on the other hand matrices can get into deadlock positions. These deadlock 
situations can be illustrated vividly by a gimbal-mounted gyro, in which the gimbal frames get into 
one and the same plane as a result of certain rotations and therefore no longer respond to certain 
changes in position. The same can be done purely mathematically in our simulations with objects 
and their matrices. In order to avoid these problems and to achieve a higher stability of the 
position control of the objects, so-called quaternions are used. The quaternions extend a 3-
dimensional into a 4-dimensional vector space much like the complex numbers represent an 
extension of the 1-dimensional real numbers transformed into 2-dimensional complex numbers. 
In fact in sonar all infinitesimal positional changes of objects in a 4-dimensional space are 
calculated and managed and only transformed back into the 3-dimensional space for the 
representation. Quaternions have the advantage that there are no deadlock positions left and 
that drift effects can be better kept under control in four-dimensional space.

Most users will never change the Quaternion settings in the Preferences. The numerical values 
presented and the possible settings were particularly important during the development of the 
software and also play a role during the further development and error analysis of unusual 
problems.
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Reports & Logfiles

Report (Physical Properties)

The report compiles the most important physical properties of all groups and supergroups of a 
model in text format. The user is able to trigger the creation of a report at any time by triggering 
the following menu command:

sonar-LAB / Menu / File / Print Report / Physical Properties

The user can release this kind of report as often as he wants. A new report is created for each 
event. The storage location of the report is defined in the 'Preferences' dialog. The default address 
is

C:\sonarLab\Logfiles\

FIGURE 113. Output of  report loaded with the Standard Program named ‘Editor’

Each time the user triggers a report, it is confirmed as follows:

FIGURE 114. The confirmation of a report order
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Logfile ‘Geometry’ (selected object)

sonar-LAB / Menu / File / Print Report / Object Geometry

The logfile shows the inner data structure of an object resolved into its elementary contours, 
elements, points and their coordinates. The indices of the internal links of these details are listed 
below. It can thus serve as a control instrument if the user wants to see the coordinates of an 
object in detail, for whatever reason. Originally developed during the development of the 
software for this purpose, this information can in certain cases also be useful in the practical use 
of the software.

FIGURE 115. Output Logfile Geometry (selected Object)

The structure of the table is structured hierarchically in a tree structure. At the top comes the 
object itself. Then comes the first contour of the object which is divided into several elements. 
Each element is followed by the individual points (data) with their coordinates, etc.

There is also an indexing structure. See the illustration above. In the 'Microbe section' at the top 
it’s written that this object has four contours and that the first contour has index 3205. Then 
follows this contour with this number, which branches in the same way to the elements of the 
contour. The first contour also has the index of the previous and the next contour. In this way, all 
details of the object are linked to each other.

The Logfile ‘Interactions’ (sonar-SIM)

The Logfile ‘Interactions’ records the interaction events in chronological order as they occur in 
sequence during a simulation. The recording is done in full temporal resolution. This means that 
during a contact between two objects in each cycle an entry is made in the respective log file as 
long as the contact lasts. In addition to other information, each entry also records the depth of 
interaction between the two objects. This ultimately allows an interaction process to be traced in 
its entire development and chronological sequence. This logfile was also originally an instrument 
for the development of the software and was later adopted into the sonar-SIM program itself. 
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FIGURE 116. Logfile ‘Interactions’

The logfile can be activated in the preferences if desired. This function is switched off by default. 
The use of this log file must also be carefully considered, since archiving all interactions of all 
objects in each calculation cycle is very memory intensive for a large number of objects.

Logfile ‘Events’

This Logfile was created to document certain important events such as exceeding a yield point or 
a connection break due to overload. The logfile not only records what happened between which 
objects, but also exactly where the event took place in the model. The logfile is activated in the 
preferences.

FIGURE 117. Logfile 'Events'

Logfile Macro / Logfile 
Syntax

sonar-script is a language which is interpreted at the time of execution and checked for syntax 
errors. On this occasion, the system automatically creates a log file which records the 
decomposition of the sonar-script into its components. This logfile with the name 'Logfile_Macro' 
or 'Logfile_Syntax' (depending on sonar program) contains, as shown, the splitting of each 
program line into its components as the interpreter scanned and recognized it. The letter in front 
of each word denotes the 'language component' according to the following meaning
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C: Command
Q: Qualifier
V: Name
K: Clamp
M: comma
P: Parameter
B: Filename
N: Number
e: Element
o: Object

FIGURE 118. A section of a macro/syntax log file in three columns.

This logfile was an aid in programming sonar script and is still supported as a control file in case of 
problems with the language or the interpreter in the system.

Tips

troubleshootingOf course, all reports and log files also help to find the causes of problems. If a model does not 
behave as expected in a simulation, e.g. if certain parts of the model 'explode', oscillations of 
unrealistic proportions occur or certain parts do not interact in the way expected, then in a first 
step you should look for the error in the settings of the model and not assume that the software 
calculates incorrectly. 

A good search strategy uses the following options and questions:

• Are there objects that overlap and interact with each other according to their settings (active, 
passive) right from the start?

• Where is the cause of the problem in purely spatial terms?
• Can the problem be limited to certain objects?
• If this is not the case, the simulation can be repeated and a movie of the event can be created. 
• Ev. close-ups can be taken in higher slow motion.
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• Maybe it’s just difficult to see where a problem arises that propagates distinctly and visibly 
and finally leads to a 'crash' somewhere else? 

• Are the link constants too low?
• Is the time step too high?
• Is a damping necessary (links, interaction) or is this set too low?
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